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ras Negras, opposite Eagle Pass. The
request pointed out that the Wash
ington authorities were reported to
have authorized such an. importation
to Juarez for the protection of El
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Washington, Sept.

1.

Senator

Ba-

foreign relations
committee, conferred more than an
hour today with Secretary Bryan, after
which he declared the Mexican situation seemed to be marking time.
"So far as I know," said the senator, "the Mexican situation is absolutely at a standstill. No word of
Importance has been received from
Mexico City, and nothing has come
today from Mr. Lind, who remains In
Vera Cruz. I do not know what he
plans to do."
Senator Bacon said the suggestion
by Mr. Lind to Senor Gamboa that
the administration would use its good
offices with American bankers to en- courage loans to Mexico was in no
con, chairman of

the

Bense an offer by this government to
guarantee any loans.
,"Mr. Lind meant simply that if the
American proposals for peace were
accepted," Senator Bacon said, "this
government would regard conditions in
Mexico so hopeful that business could
be safely carried on and to that extent would be glad to encourage bankers who might make loans to the provisional government."
Americans who did not wish to
heed the advice of President Wilson
to leave the country would be protected in every possible way by this
country, Mr. Bacon said.

American Treated Brut.Vy
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 1. Still suffering from the effects of a bayonet
wound received at the hand of an
Intoxicated rebel while lying sick in
T. L.
bed at his home in Durango,
yesarrived
El
of
Paso, Tex.,
Findley
on
the
Mexico
northern
from
terday
steamer Benito Juarez.
Findley gave a graphic description
of the raid on the city of Durango by
a band of 6,000 rebels.
"There was a colony of about 150
Americans in Durango at that time,"
said Findley, "and they suffered like
the rest, all their money, watches and
Jewelry being taken from them. The
rebels did not even respect the United
States' consulate. They entered Consul Ham's residence and forcibly took
possession of all his arms and ammunition, although they did not molest
his personal belongings.
"Imediately following these raids on
Durango a number of Americans left
by way of a mountain
for Mazatlf-train and never again were heard of.
The supposition is that they fell Into
the hands of the bandits and were
murdered." '
C. K. Sigells, another American retold by
fugee, corroborated the story
Findley.
Who Shall Protect Property?
Sept. 1. Chairman
Washington,
Flood of the house foreign affairs
committee, today submitted to Secretary Bryan letters from a large sugar
company in Vera Cruz asking to whom
its property should be entrusted if
President Wilson's advice to all
Americans to get out of Mexico were
to be followed. The letter stated that
the company's plant cost $1,500,000;
that it had a growing crop valued at
$500,000, and that if those in charge
left Mexico, valuable property would
be left at the mercy of the bandits.

Constitutionalists Want Gun
Eagle Pass, Tex., Sept. 1 For alleged protection of American interests,
constitutionalists today requested the
United States government to import
1,000 rifles and several hundred thou- -
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BIG BOAT RACES
New York, Sept. 1. The best oarsmen from the big cities of the east
today met the pick of the New York
rowing clubs on the Harlem river n
the twenty-fourtregatta of the
Middle States Regatta association
There were 19 events, all one mile

1, 1913.
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THAW FEARFUL OF

talned writ and stay proceelings after
court had ml ad :hat a prisoner
detained illegally.
William T. Jerome, special assistant general for New York
tained to get Thaw back to Matte-- 1
awan, returned to Sherbrooke this afternoon. He went to Quebeo on Saturday and thence to Montreal, where
the American Bar association Is in
session.
a
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RELEASE FROM
JAIL

straight away.
Summaries: Junior single sculls:
first heat won by Lee Scarfe, Baltimore; second, William W. Ball, Pitts- SLAYER APPREHENDS ARREST BY
Second heat:
burgh. Time, 5:58
CANADIAN IMMIGRATION
Won by Walter M. Campbell, Phila
AUTHORITIES.
delphia; second, James H. Barden,
Yonkers, N. Y. Time, 5:44
Junior double, sculls: Won by Co WANTS TO STAY IN CELL
PAY HEAVILY
lumbia Boat club, Pittsburgh. Time,

WALK RESTORES HEALTH
H.
N'ew York, Sept. 1. Herbert
Hoover, who double crossed the con
tineut in :122 days, narrowly escaped DEMOCRATIC MEMBERS OF SEN
arrest today when he arrived here at AiTE FINANCE
COMMITTEE
the completion, of . his long Journey.
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"Fake" Story Published
ASSOCIATION
ADVANCES
New York, Sept. 1. Thousands of
THIS OPINION
New ' Yorkers , poured in from the
a
beach
tracted the attentin of
trains at Brooklyn bridge durpoliceman,
but after the officer had seen the let BIG FORTUNES
ing the night were- victims of a fake TREATY
IS PROPER METHOD
sensation when they went down in
ter from chiefs of police of towns all
i
5:30.
which
the
aoross
their
the
the way
country,
pockets Jo buy a "newspaper"
RATE RAISED ON INVESTMENTS
Association senior single sculls: SIGNS STATEMENT THAT HE IS across the
front page of which in ASSERTS JAPANESE , LOST NO
pedestrian carried with him, he directwon
First heat,
NOT DESIROUS OF BEING
by James B. Ayer,
BRINGING IN $250,000 OR MORE
black letter three inches high they
ed Hoover to police
headquarters
RIGHTS THROUGH THE
Boston.
CAU
Time, 5:31. Second heat
FREED.
ANNUALLY
read: "Harry Thaw shot trying to
wwe I'ocver told his story.
won by Henry H. Livingstone, CamIFORNIA LAW.
said that by tramping
escape." The papers sold like wild
bridge, Mass. Time, 5:30.
fire, and those who bought received
to San Francisco and back he had won
CURIOUS CROWDS EXPECTED an even
a wager of $1,000, but that his prin- CAUCUS EXPECTED TO BE LONG
greater thrill for their money DISTINGUISHED MEN
PRESENT
CONSERVATION FAIR OPENS
when they read below the report that
cipal purpose in making the Journey
Knoxville, Teiin.; Sept. l.On re COURT MAY ORDER
Thaw
was
"killed"
and'
one
on foot was to improve his health. In FIGHT GERMS ARE. IN THE AIR
or
more
TOMORROW'S
ceipt of a wireless" message from Presmen with him In his dash for liberty THE GATHERING OF LAWYERS IN
When he
this he had succeeded.
HEARING TO BE HELD
AND A DISAGREEMENT IS
ident Wilson today, the first national
were also "killed or Injured," quali
QUEBEC INCLUDES CELEB.
started he was threatened with conIN PRIVATE.
PREDICTED
was
conservation
exposition
formally
104
fied,
statement
the
however,
and
by
RITIES OF THE WORLD.
that
only
weighed
sumption
in' Khowille. A pageant
inaugurated
the
was unconfirmed.
140
report
he
Now
pounds
weighs
pounds.
On tclose Inspection the fake beSherbrooke, Quebec, Sept 1. The
Washington, Sept. 1. An increase of in which 6,000 persons participated
and Is In the nink of condition. Hoov- Montreal, Quebec, Sent, -- Prm.,
er s home is in Newark, N. J. He the income tax on large fortun s cn- - was a feature of the day's1 proram. Thaw lawyers showed plainly today came apparent, as the issue was "Vol- Borden
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Sunday Telegram" of the American Bar annual MPw
is 21 years old.
association today
annually is the basis of a com- exposition, responding to addresses of which they look forward to tornor printed in Philadelphia, where no reg- with an address
welcoming the most
promise between democratic mem- welcme from state and city! officials, rows proceedings in the sunenor ularly established paper of that name distinguished
PROSPECTOR KILLS SELF
body 0f men ever gath-ere- d
is known.
The similarity which the
bers of the finance committee which outlined the purpose of the undertak- court of St. Francis county.
Melrose, Mont., Sept. 1. Joseph
in
Canada.
'The leading hn-u- ,
decision
The
of Superior Judge Mat name bore to a New York newspaper
88, a pioneer prospector, will be recommended to the caucus ing as the promotion of conservation
of the United States are
hera almost
thew
Hutchinson
to
tomorrow
on
led
of
the
national
with
to
resources,
protests
the ponce and concommitted suicide in his cabin here tomorrow night. The attitude of the
particular
without exception, and besides them
of John Boreau, chief of police fiscation of about 500
to
forests'
reference
and
right
streams.'
the
which
a
democrats
copies
insurgent,
today
dynamite cap,
today by biting
are some of the most
of Coalicook, to demand the freedom the news boys then had unsold. !t
prominent memexplosion of which drove a piece of was such as to indicate that they
bers of the bar in
arK.
viou'reau
Canada,
of
is
whom
England
estimated
that
Thaw,
Harry
of
500,000 copies
the and France.
copper into his brain and broke his would not. accept the arrangement
,- two weeks ago, will determine fake newspaper had been sold in this
rested
had
40
Laoister
without a fight, and the caucus may WOULD PUT
neck. For
years
STOP TO whether there shall be set in motion
The session of' the. bar association
with
a
city,
profit of about $2,000 to this
searched for precious metals, and the run two or three days.
morning was devoted to the adat once the machinery looking to the perpetrators of the enterprise.
fact that he recently allowed a. minThe finance committee has decided
dress of welcome by the 'Canadian
Thaw's
deportation and subsequent
ing claim valued at $50,000 to slip to leave the rates of the income tax
prime minister, the annual address of
extradition from a border state,' or
through his hands is believed to have as at present, up to the $250,000 mark.
the president of the association, dewhether he shall be remanded to the
unsettled his mind.
The new taxes now proposed with, the
TRAVERS
POOR livered by Frank B. Kellogg of St.
SENATOR CLARK FAVORS TAX ON Sherbrooke jail to remain until the
normal tax above the $3,000 minimum
Paul, Minn., the nomination and elecALL SALES NOT CALLING
session oF the "king's' bench "in Octotion of new
are:
DELIVERY.
FOR
ber.
SHOWING IN TOUKNEY officers, and members, the reports of
LIGHT WINDS SPOIL
Four per cent additional from $250,-00.
similar routine.
Tn their
j
preparation for fighting the
The
event
to $500,000; five per cent from
of
the afternoon' was the
1.
Senator case in its present stages, Thaw's
Sept...
Washington,
TIIE ZOKDER RACES $500,000 to $1,000,000, and six per cent Clarke addressed the Benate today on lawyers have caused" him to swear GOLF CHAMPION FALLS DOWN ON delivery of an address by Viscount
above $1,000,000.
Haldane, lord high chancellor of Great
his amendment to impose a tax on before a notary that he contemplates
OUTWARD JOURNEY; PICKS
Britain.
it is estimated there are 550 per- .t
dew'
Bour-d'eatno
cotton
in
no
actual
"re
f
trading
UP ON. RETURN
damage suits, and releases
GERMAN AND AMERICAN YACHTS sons in this country with incomes be-Making Power, Particularly
from any responsibility in the
livery was intend'.'.' 'senator Clarke
in Its Relation
ARE UNABLE TO MAKE HEADtween $250,000 and $500,000 ; 350 with declared that the N'ew York cotton ex- matter.
tcrjthe Controversy
Garden City,' N. - Y.,; Septr
They have gone' a step farth.-e-r
,
Aroused
WAY TODAY.
$1,000,-000incomes between $500,000 and
by the Allen Land Law of
in having Thaw swear that he is hundred and forty-fou- r
change "and its parasite," the New Ortramp- California" "was
golfers
the topic of an adand more than 100 with incomes leans exchange, were no more than in no way desirous of
being set free ed the Garden City club's links today dress
B.
Frank
by
Marblehead, Mass., Sept. 1. Under above $1,000,000.
Kellogg, president
New
York
at
The
time.
institutions.
this
in quest of the national amateur title.
gambling
of the associatiqn.
The commitee democrats probably exchange, he argued, controlled the
light weather conditions the six GerThe qualifying round will reduce this
May Have Secret Session
Mr. Kellogg maintained
man and American zonder yachts will recommend to the democratic cauthat the
Crowds streaming into
field to 32, who will spend the rest
prices of cotton for the whole world
federal
hoisted their diminutive main sails cus that original provisions of the
government had the right to
Senator Clarke declared that gam- day for fair week, all determined to of the week at match play for the
define by treaty the status of a fortoday for the first of the fifth inter- house bill taxing the entire income bling in agricultural , products had get a glimpse, of
Weather conditions
Harry Thaw, so im- championship
citizen within the states, the
national Beries between the two
eign
of mutual insurance companies be re- been condemned by the platform at
been
better when the
pressed the authorities by their num- could not have
where he may travel, the'busi.
places
tained.
had
The finance committee
the Baltimore convention and that ber and outspoken sympathy for the first pair, M. P. Lewis of the Flushing,
ness in which he may engage and the
The first part of the race was a recommended the exemption of that the democratic party In congress must
fugitive from Matteawan that Supe- U I., Country club, and A. H. Smith
property he may own, both real and
drifting match in which the American portfon of tne income returned to take steps in conformity with that rior
Judge Matthew Hutchinson Is of the Huntington Valley, Pa., club
boats had the advantage over the policy holders in the form of of divi- - declaration of principle. He said the
and the disposition of such
personal,
considering thea dvisabilit yof hold-I- teed off at 9:30 a. m.
Germans. The Cima was the first dends.
his Ueath.
after
property
actual deliveries of cotton on the New
30
the
sent
first
Among
the habeas corpus hearing tomoraway
pairs
around the first mark at 12 : 30, having
"If," said Mr. Kellogg1, "citizens of
York cotton exchange were only
f row in
were
D.
J.
Travers
and
F.
in
Champion
The
has
judge
private.
taken one hour and twenty minutes to
Japan have any right to own real es
of one per cent of the sales.
CAT WAS UNLUCKY
nmd the demonstration for Thaw on C. Jennings pf Nassau, who were fol- tate in
beat Vk miles. She was followed
California, it la difficult to see
Senator Cummins introduced an Wednesday last, when counsel for lowed by a large gallery. Never In
Chicago, Sept. 1. When Benjamin
how this law take3 away eucb.
two minutes later by the Sprig, while Schwartz
his
of
door
rear
amendment proposing a 10 per cent New York were ruled out of court, the history of this section has thee
right,
opened the
because it provides In substance that
the Angelo IV proved the best of the home
early today to chase away a cat tax on all sales of stocks, bonds, cot- and every effort will be made to pre- been such a gathering of spectators
foreign boats.
he saw two city detectives instead of ton or agricultural products, through vent its
at the opening of a national tourna- such aliens may acquire, possess, en
repetition.
The Cima broke out her spinnaker a cat For several
officers
the
or
ment.
The holiday accounted for the joy and transfer real estate In the
stock
nights
organized
produce exchanges,
The sheriff custodian of the court
manner and to the extent and for the
top port on the run to the second tried to sal nentrance to the place, "where the seller is not the actual
houso argued against a secre: hear- crowds.
purposes
mark, but the wind still proved very where
prescribed by any treaty."
Champion Travers met with poor
they thought gambling was go- owner of the thing sold."
ing on the ground it would outrage
before she
The California law, he explained.
light and it was 1:15-5Small
Detective
but
on
until
His
a
was
failed
amendment
on,
luck
his
outward
ing
offered as
journey, taking discriminates
the British Idea of the court3 being
jibbed around the flag with a lead of mewed like a cat and scratched at substitute for tie Clarke
eligible
anu5m'iu. open to all. This afternoon the ques- seven for the fourth hole. A penalty and those not between alien3
one minute and fifty seconds over tne
eligible to citizenship,
the screen door. They grabbed Swartz Senator Cummiis declared stock ex- tion was undecided and plans for a stroke for moving his ball gave him
Sprig. It was a reach to the starting when he
permitting the former to possess, enstepped from the door and in- changes "sales" In New York last heavy police guard were being made. a six on the sixth and playing short
mark on the finish of the first round
joy, transmit and inherit real propside found ten men seated around year were fuly 95 per cent "ficti- It is estimated that 20,000 persons be o fthe seventh green made another
and the Cima continued to show her
erty in the same manner as citizens,
two tables. All were arrested.
tious."
sides Sherbrooke's normal population six, his total for the nine holes bein? and limiting those not
heels. She turned the home buoy
eligible to citi"Not 10 per sent of the railroad of 20;000 will be in town this week. 44. Coming in, Travers played phenat 1:53, and, flattening sheets, started
to the rights extended to
zenship
stocks in the I'nited States change To hold them in check,' there will
omenally, running down a
putt theni by treaty with the
on the last round of the course, with
INCENDIARIES AT WORK?
government
hands each year," he said, "yet the on hand four separate squads of po- in the thirteenth for a four, and mak-th- e
race
the
inside
to
finish
investia
1
Police
chance
St. Louis, Sept.
of the United States.
just
in
a
of
dominhomeward
New
the
Bales
oi
total
35,
York
stock
the
include
trip
lice. These will
hours. The gation of the fire Saturday night in a
He said it was understood, however,
the time limit of 5
ion police, dominion secret service 79.
race, except as a test in the lighter downtown building occupied by gar- exchange last yetr amounted to
by the public generally that CaliH. J. Topping, Greenwich, Conn., fornia claims
of the eitire stock issues of men,
with the immigration
weather conditions, was unsatisfac- ment making firms against which a
the right to legislate in
of
a 78 and Roy De Webb of Engle-woo- d
all
the
had
railroads
the
United
States.
uniformed
po
authorities; provincial
strike has been declared1 disclosed
tory during the first round.
respect to land' held by aliens,
a 79. Francis Juimet, the Masthat the b".i!ding was fired from the This does not Include the sa!e3 at lice and provincial plain clothes men.
any
'
state amateur champion, with the federal treaty provisions
sachusetts
McCasklll,
Baton,
cth
Kenneth
Philadelphia,
Chicago and
under command of
QUININE CURES RABIES
outside.
government He aser cities.
St. Louis, Sept. 1. Dr. Downey L.
familiarly known throughout Canada did not disappoint those who looked serted that the question thus raised
to him for a good round, as he out- Is one of vital
"This short sile evil i8 the great- as "Pete."
Harris, city bacteriologist, today gave
importartca to our naIS STRICKEN
PREACHER
finnov
shone
est
Travers with a score of
menace
forward
the
treatment
went
which
today
a
of
Thaw's lawyers
out details
threatening
by
tion In its relation to foreign govern,
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 1.
ancial and industrial strength Of this with the plans for preventing his re- Following Is his card. Out 434, 544, ments.
he has cured a patient at the city
Dr.
Robert 13. L. Jarvis, of Philadel country,"
&ak
Senator Cummins. lease on the writ of habeas corpus 54437. In 344, 554, 5533875.
hospital of a disease which has been
of the' Bethany Presby- "Some
pastor
nust
phia,
we
Robert A. Gardner of Hinsdale, 111,,
pathe
as
undertake the task tomorrow. If the writ is sustained
rabies.
When
day
diagnosed
Harrison to See Jap Emperor
of that city, known as of
suppressing tiese gigantic gambling there will be a dramatic scene in the champion In 1309, turned In an 86.
tient, Charles Beardsley, 27 years old, terian church
Washington,
Sejt 1. Francis Burentered the hospital he seemed to be the famous Jl'an Wanamaker church, transactions, ard I believeow is the court, for the Instant Tnaw is a iree
ton Harrison, governor general of the
with
heart
was
stricken
suddenly
on the verge of convulsions that mark
time to begin.'
man, E. Blake Robertson, actin: for
Philippines, who will sail from San
the final stage of the disease. Dr. (rouble last night. The attack was
Senator Cunroins said he did not the immigration department, will step
TO POSTPONE SENTENCE
Francisco on Sptember 10, called on
Karris gave him a modification of a said by physicians to have been due seek to abolisl stock exchanges, but forward, tap him on the shoulder and
San Francisco, Sept. 1. If Jud-;Secretary
Bryan todr who scran-.-- ',
quinine treatment that a Chicago man to the altitude and he was placed wanted to mala them "useful" to the announce: "I arrest you in the name Van Fleet concurs, sentence on Mau; y for him an Interview with the emused in treating dogs afflicted with aboard a fast train and rushed to country, the Btenes of actual trades. j0f the king."
I Diggs, convicted on four counts of peror of
Japan tho latter part cf this
rabies. Fifteen grains of quinine Winfielrl. Kan.
secure for one day at least. fon any violation of the Mann white slave traf- month. Mr. Harrison
expects to reach
was
to
filled
Dr.
the
vis
have
skin.
Jur
under
were injected
Bearflsley's
'
r sudden judicial action against him, fic act, will not be pronounced to Manila October 8, eight
). 4.
.fi
vO
days before
Favorable symptoms followed1 and an- pulpit at the First Presbyterian
this being a legal holldny, Thaw spent morrow, tout 'Cy agreement or coun the convening of the
Philippine iritis.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
n
other injection was given. Since then church her last night, and as he was
!).
the forenoon with his stenographer sel, will be put off until Ee
Infure.
His
mail.
voluminous
the patient, has been given two injec- leavlnsr the home of Dr. Samuel GarMarshall Woodworth, count W fov
attending to his
4
tions of quinine a day. Dr. Harris vin, whose guest be was, the attack
4
counsel discussed their plans for ap- biggs, will ask: for a stay cf or v.
INDIAN SUICIDES
believes that the quinine tends to came on. Dr. Jarvis recently was Dr.
Washington, Sept, 1. Senate: Re- peal, in the event of the writ being on the ground that bis time fc;.s Ivvtt
Pneblo,
Colo., Sept. 1. Dc;.-- .i
throw off the germ organisms in the Garvin's guest in the mountains near sumed consideration 0f tariff bill, sustained. They were not sure Ibis so much occupied as chief o.
cy, over the fact that he had
'
here and physicians declare that the Senator Claris (Ark.) speaking on afternoon that thej' had precedent for F. Drew Caminetti, whose
body.
on for a mere
trifle, land upon
present trouble was superinduced by cotton futures tax amendment.
such an action. An appeal against a like charges Is now in progress, that few days Inter, oil was
aico
a he has not had leisure to
NANKING IS CAPTURED
the altitude while on the trip.
Senator CunIns Introduced amend- writ of habeas corpus would, i
prejai a h's causing a great rise in valti- -. is
"
1.
The
10
city
Just before leaving the city last ment to plaai
Shanghai, China, Sept.
per cent tax on sense, destroy the efficiency cf the petition for a new trial.
to have been (be cause of !!.:
of Nanking was captured today by the night, the physicians accompanying stocks, bonds, jcotton and agriculture writ and the rights of dtizen3 guaranDiggs Is out on $20,000 bail. His law- of Willia ChiPolm, full b:ocd-- d C
Chinese government troops. The rebel Dr. JarviB, expressed the hope that products sales
teed centuries ago under Magna yers base their motion for a new trial taw Indian and -j
(0 (, n, j.
forces fled into the country through when they had reached a lower altiHouse: Notjn session; meets Tues-day- . Charta. It would mean that heerafter on exceptions to rulings of Juds- Van a tribal chief.
Oihh- -,
the southern gate.
susa
tude the patient would recover.
;,
from
a prosecutor could appeal
Fleet and to his charge to the Jury.
.,!,;
lege graduate and athl.-- i.
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Frofessor Hugo
ver yeminent authority
southern quarter sawed oak, eastern
riety of subjects. Many .Americans
western white
have permitted the professor to do ash, sugar maple and
pine.
demuch of their thinking for them,
Four woods, principally conifers
ferring to his 'presumably superior
and
oaks, go into the construction of
judgment and largely influenced by
; for framing parts, masts, spars,
boats
his extensive reputation as an expert
interior trimming, planking, boat
one
But
there
is
subject
psychologist.
crooks and tiller handles. Meat blocks
on which a great many Americans will
are made from sugar maple, which
nd
not accept him as competent
with
sycamore supplies the entire de
qualiifed authority certainly not as mand in the "United States. Wagon
the pronouncer of the last word, Bays
felloes are made of white oak, and
the Kansas City Journal.
other parts of vehicles are manufacThe professor has just announced
tured from high grades of white ash
that as the result of a long series of
and white oak.
psychological experiments he has proved with Bclentiflo certainty that woWORLD'S RIFLE TOURNAMENT
men are not qualiifed to be jurors. He
Camp Perry, O., Sept. 1 The open
does not say that they are intellectually deficient nor that their disqualifica- ing volleys In the international shoottion Is the result of their Inexperi ing tournament were fired today on
ence. Nor does he claim that they the great rifle range at Camp Perry,
are too "sympathetic" and sentimental on the southern shore if Lake Erie,
to possess the "judicial temperament" near Port Clinton. Military officials
which must pass from the judge on declare that the tournament will prove
the bench to the jury box if a wholly the greatest of its kind in the hisIn addition to
dispassionate verdict Is to be render tory of the world.
ed. And, of course, the professor does scores of contestants from the United
not hint that the women are suscep- States and Canada, the participants intible to be swayed by improper mo- clude rifle and revolver shooting teams
from France, Germany, Switzerland,
tives of any sort.
woon
Sweden,
views
Argentine Republic, Peru,
his
He bases
wholly
men's alleged inability to "listen to Mexico and Cuba.
The organization of international
argument." This idea that woman is
"logic-blind- "
has furnished many a rifle shooting societies of the world
jokesmlth with material for "copy" and voted in France last year to bring
helped him to keep the wolf from the their matches to Camp Perry this year
door, despite the fact that ever since and the newly organized
the serpent made his convincing ar- can Shooting union did likewise, inof all the
gument in the garden woman has been suring a concentration
swayed by appeals to her eason, to great International shooting competi
to her sex, to her tions of the world here. The tournaher
ideals and to all other considerations ment will he brought to a close on
which enter into the formation of a the night of September 9 with a ban- rational judgment. It is no argument quet when all of the prizes will be pre- that not all of these decisions have.sented.
been wise. Rut it may be ventured
that the rendering of a verdict is in
Swellings of the' flesh caused by inof the
no sense a matter of sex, though it flammation, cold, fractures
rheubr
bone,
neuralgia
toothache,
has fallen to the representatives of
matism can be relieved by applying
one sex to acquire qualifications supe- BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
rior to those of the other. That is should be well rubbed in over the part
to say, for instance, men would jbe re- affected. Its great healing and penelied upon to render a safer declsivu tn trating power eases the pain, reduces
swelling and restores natural condi
problems of business life, of technical tions. Price 25c, 30c and $1.00 per
Issues and in general &onx lines fam- bottjp. Sold by Central Drug Co.
iliar to men but strange to women as AflV,
Pan-Ame- ri

EXACT SECONDS A

BIG EXPENSE

'. TO ROAD

Ariz.

SANTA FE SPENDS THOUSANDS
EVERY YEAR FOR THE
TIME.
COR-REC-

T

Topeka, Kas., Sept. 1. What a vast
amount of money a gigantic railway
system like the Santa Fe has invested
in time! The Santa Fe has two thousand three hundred and ninety-threclocks on Its system in the various
offices, shops, cars, on locomotives
and even steamships. A corps of
watch and clock makers Is employed
by the railway company to care for
these delicate pieces of machinery in
keeping them properly cleaned and
oiled.
One hundred and twenty-siof these clocks are known as "Standard" clocks and are of the $225 regulator variety such as are found only
in the finest jewelry establishments
for the timing of their customers'
watches. On the Santa Fe these
clocks were purchased for the operation of trains, that employes' watches
may be compared with an accurate
clock before starting on their trips.
This means a big investment to the
railway company. One hundred and
five are designated as time recording
Instruments and are installed in the
various shops where they are used for
the double purpose of showing workmen the time and' for recording the
exact hour and minute as well as the
month and the day of the week men
go in and out of their respective
x

shops.
The beautiful ferry boats plying between, Ferry Point and San Francisco
must be fully equipped with time
pieces in the pilot houses, as well as
engine and boiler rooms. For this

night-watchme-

lif--

.

.

I

st

Train crews running trams through
points where time changes have
watches fitted with four hands, or one
extra red hour hand. This saves the
necessity of setting watches ahead
one hour eastbound or backward one
hour on their westbound trips. One
hundred and twenty-sevelocal watch
inspectors are required by the Santa
Fe system to inspect the watches of
4,772 men. These men, engineers, conductors, switch engineers, yard masters, engine foremen of switch engines, pilots, switch tenders and hostlers must present their watches to
one of the local watch inspectors each
seven days that they may be Inspect
ed and its performance recorded and
certified to by the inspector. Ihe
exact variation of the watch Is recorded with the date of inspection and
four such Inspections are required
each month. In addition the men
must compare their watches with a
standard clock and register, over
their signature, in a book known as
Watch Register, the exact number of
seconds watches are In error before
starting the day's (or night's) work.
Conductors must compare watches
with those of engineers and certify to
each other their watches are sufficiently wound to run 12, hours or longer
before starting.
Each year the watch must undergo
a
three position test by a
traveling watch inspector. Each employe is provided with .a new watch,
standard in every respect, to use during time required by the traveling
watch inspector to make test. Watches
are compared, in such test, by a fine
ship's chronometer and are tested 24
hours in each of the three positions
required by the rules: Pendant up
(position in which carried in employe's pocket), dial up and dial down,
the positions placed in when laid, (Jown
and not in use. Watches must run
within a variation hot exceeding six
seconds, between nU,' of tne three, po
sitions. Thus it will be noted all
watches are certified to by their owners daily, by local waicii inspectors
weekly, by local watch inspectors
monthly &'nd by general watch inspector o.r traveling' watch inspector an
n

e

purpose, as well as officials' business
cars, eta, a particular style of clock
TELEPHONES
must be used one without a penduBusiness Office
Main 2
lum, which is fitted with balance
News Department
Main 9
wheel and, hairspring, closely resembling an enlarged watch movement.
Clocks must also be used in the
MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 1, 1913.
electrical time detector system in reMEETING OF FIRE CHIEFS
cording the rounds of the
THE OPENING OF SCHOOL This is far from proving, however,
1.
chiefs
New
fire
on
York,
Another, portable style, is
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any psychological disqualification
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huslness pursuits is just as competent cities in other parts of the world ries a kodak.
('heir children, scrubbed and polished
watches, called 'horse
to pass on a business issue as is a man have sathereq Ifi ft'g 6jty atii Will
Split teco-hnd with happy faces, trudging off to
are also a
betrWeek
the.
wide
spend
or
successful
and
a
Uniers,
chrosographs,
certainly
discussing
bein the work of the fall term of the similarly
chemist's
chief
ter qualified than a man who is not, range 0 subjects pertaining to tRfe necessary part ol the
public schools, The relief felt by tile
of tests
'Che
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laboratories
of fires. The occasion
"fatlii'ia wa3 Of a different Batili'e, as Tiie idea that ft mail i$ a better Juror fighting
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number
fifty-fira
has
is
the
woft Wan and that a
gathering
the opening of school always means because he is
of the International Associa- necessary in making numerous tests.
a digging Intd pockets by heads of man is inferior because she is a
a
tion
of
Fire
Engineers. This morning Electrical department also requires
is merely the ex parte epigram
families to purchase books, clothing
watches.
these delicate
do- - the delegates assembled In the Grand number of
and shoesa relief from surplus cash of the psychologist and not the
to an adFew passengers riding the trains
listened
Palace
and
Central
Itseif.
of
psychology
Vacation time always is a trying monstrated fact
a large turn of money
If all the verdicts rendered by men dress of welcome by Mayor Gaynor. realize that
season for mothers. When youngstres
Response was made by the president the company has invested in timeare putting In all day, from sunup to had been characterized by indisput- of the association, H. F. Magee of pieces for the safety of passengers,
able evidences of masculine superiorEundown,Inplay,home looks like
Dallas, Tex. A street parade, daily train crews and equipment. All thnse
enMother is continually ity, the professor's Idea might be
demonstrations of motor apparatus clocks must be cleaned and oiled
titled to readier acceptance. Indeed,
"picking u"'' after the kiddies when
and
the unveiling of a firemen's me- every twelve mouths and In some
if the average verdict handed down by
they are al r t the house, and she is
morial
at Riverside Drive are features places more frequently. The Standard
men was of this nature one might be
always worr.Lng about them when
the week's program. A large ex- clocks are never permitted to become
of
inclined to hesitate before filling the
thoy have nne swimming, hallplaying
hibit of the latest fire fighting ap- more than 30 seconds in error, either
boxes with women. There are
Jury
or roller skating. When father wishes
paratus and safety devices is another fast or slow, and phenomenal records
to do a little repairing about the hen many cases in which the jury box feature of the gathering.
have been made by some of those regin
house or the barn, it takes him hours ought to be filled by men, and
ulators. Several have run for 90 days
cases women for the most part
with absolutely no variation, others
and causes him to use shocking lan- these
CAUGHT A BAD COLD
should also be excluded from the
"Last winter' my son caught a very for 30 and GO days,
guage in his efforts to locate the hamcourt room. But they cannot be bar bad cold and the way he coughed was
In every office where train orders
mer, the nails or the wire. The lawn
for acceptable scientific reasons, something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sa- are handled or where, telegraph lines
red,
Is dug for "furnaces," caves and forts,
can rah E. Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "We are connected time
signals are struck
while ball bats, gloves and "traps" are on the tenuous ground that "they
thought sure he was going into conThere
not
have
to
listen
argument."
full
minutes
three
for
one
bottle
every day for
We
scattered from one end to the other.
bought just
sumption.
down of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and the
purpose of 'comparing time with
But the opening of school brings this been too many verdicts handed
men who have that one bottle stopped his cough and the master clock locited in the gen
condition to a close. For several by "hysterical" men, by
cured his cold completely." For sale eral watch and clock iispector's office
allowed
religion, politics,
dealers-A- dv.
hours, morning and afternoon, the reoth- - b? al
the
all
and'
st,
cupidity
prejudice,
at Topeka. The nunber of seconds
sponsibility for the care of the chilhe
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Standard clocks are in error each day
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so eminent a psychologist as Profes lature last
each clock showed
much
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winter with a view to
hands full maintaining discipline alone.
sor Hugo Muensterberg.
The master clock
month.
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race
all
discriminations,
to teach the
abolishing
without attempting
O
r
went into effect today. The new law in the general offices at Topeka is
'three R's." But they master theW
applies to inns, taverns, hotels, res- conceded to be a real masterpiece In
parontly impossible task with what
taurants, barber shops, theaters and the clock maker's ar This clock is
looks to the outsider like remarkable
It provides that any fitted with a penduluin which carries
music halls.
AMERICAN WOODS TO THE
case.
ORIENT
person violating its provisions shall 32 pounds of mereuryjin a large steel
Las Vegas is fortunate in the pos
he liable to a penalty of not less than airtight jar and is guaranteed by the
session of an excellent public school
one hundred dollars nor more than makers to show not nore than 6 secsystem, and its private and parochial
five hundred dollars, to be recovered onds variation in a whle year or one-haRecent
a
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schools also
thorough.
second in a morih. This clock
one of the reasons that parents in increase in exports of lumber from the by the person aggrieved. In addition,
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Orient.
More
Imprisonment
see
this place feel happy when they
in the general telegraph office
their children trudging off for the than a quarter of a million feet of more than 90 days may he imposed. board
and automatically "seias time" daily
school house. They know their young American woods are reported as be
from 10:5? to 11 a. mi (Central tmie)
in
Can't
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Trouble
Hawaii
Have
the
and
Afford
to
Samoa,
Kidney
ing
the
sters are being instructed under
No man with a family to support to every telegraph offlte on the entire
islands
Philippine
direction of competent teachers.
can ,a"or? f
Santa Fe system. T Chicago, GalBV? ldn? trmlb,e;
Heretofore, it Is said, raw materials
0
veston,
Denver, El Paso, Los Angeles
have been made up into finished ar hand as
Foley Kidney Pills. An hon- - and
Francisco.
Tie oBt ot such
San
THIS TIMES ANNIVEHSAItY ticles in the United States, almost est medicine,
cost
safe and reliable,
the Santa Fe
anda
is
clock
EDITION
$1,250,
without exception, and exported as ing littleMmt doing much good, Foley
such. With the discovery by Ameri- Kidney Pills eliminate backache and system is probably tht only railroad
tone up the system and in the world
The Thirty-thirAnniversary num can manufacturers in the Philippines rheumatism,
owning euch an instrurestore normal action of kidneys and
Thousands
ment
bcr of the El Paso Morning Times that they could import United States bladder.
of ten are listenO. 5. Schaefer
and Red
which reached the Optic office yes woods and make them up with profit Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ing to the beats of this vonderful clock
on telegraph instrumeiis in as many
factories were built.
terday, is worthy of editorial com there, wood-usinment. Every person Into whose hands Pacific coast woods, in consequence,
CONVICTS tO RECEIVE PAY
offices, watching their patches or the
a office clock to see . wiat variation
a copy of this edition shall fall will are in many cases taking the place of uommDus, o., Sept.
be impressed with the enterprise of the native woods with such pictur- new law which eame into operation there may be. The eastern' end of the
the Times and will be convinced that esque names as apitong, teak, narra today the convicts in the Ohio peni- line hears these beats, the last one at
it is published by rive men in a live and yacal
tentiary or their dependents are to 11 a. m. From westen Kansas, at
city. The edition contains 80 pages
Douglas fir, according to the infor- receive pay for fteir labor. The Dodge City to Seligmrj, Ariz., at 10
and is filled with interesting articles mation collected by the forest serv- amount will range irom one to five a. m. and1 west to tne coast at 9 a. m.,
and1 illustrations
descriptive of the ice, is the principal wood exported cents an hour, the convicts being although the beats are Hashed instant
achievements, resources an.1 advant from this country. It is said to be graded according to their behavior and aneously from the bigclock over the
i the favorite wood among
Insular man- - the length of the terms.
finest telegraph lines md instruments
ages of the southwest.
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possible to build. It is interesting to
pause and consider that the final click
of the instrument is
12 noon (Eastern Time) in Washington, D. C. and as far west as Detroit, Mich.
11 a. m. (Central time) from Michigan to western Kansas.
10 a. m. (Mountain or western time)
to western Arizona.
9 a. m. (Pacific time) west of Selig-man- ,

jufacturers

t,

ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
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nually.
When all these things are consider
ed in connection with the block signal system and the untiring efforts of

the safety commissioner's department
all for the purpose of protecting the
lives of passengers, one must be con
vinced that the Santa Fe spares no
expense or effort in safeguarding their
trains.

The Season's Most Popular Craze
This desirable neckwear comes in Satin and
Silk, with heavy
stamped Velour ends, and in all popular colors. Neat
dressy and
practical, it will appeal strongly to most men.

75c

Each

WILSON BR.OS. SHIR.TS
Our Fall line of men's shirts is now in and includes an excellent variety of styles and patterns most
approved for the coming

season,

,

These shirts are well made, perfect
fitting and
the greatest possible value for the
money.

L

self-inter-

ma.

g

MEN'S "DIME" SOCKS. GUARANTEED
These come in Black, Navy, Cadet Blue and Tan. The
bigsock
value ever offered. Six pairs
gest
guaranteed to wear six months

6 Pair

.

for 60c

flWVeartfldin5toro

S.osemw&t6 Son
EataHialied

1862

South SidoBaga

SUMMER

EXCURSIONS
POINTS

ALL

10

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D L. BATCHELORw.

for coughs and colds. Any substitute
The healing demulcent qualities of offered you Is an inferior article. ReFoley's Honey and Tar Compound 'are fuse t oaccept it for it can not produce
not duplicated in any other medicine the healing and soothing effect of Fo

w

serviceable.'giv-vin-

$1.00 to $3.50 Each

DESPONDENCY
Is often caused by indigestion and
constipation, and quickly disappears
when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak
en. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

;

lf

VELOUR. TIES
FOR. MEN

Agent

ley's Honey and Tar Compound. Insist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

For Hea.cia.clie Nervousness
and Backache due to disorders
of itiarieys and Bladder
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
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SUFFRAGISTS

GO

RIFLE

IN FOR

PRACTICE
HAVE ACQUIRED RANGE WHERE
THEY ARE LEARNING ARTOF
ACCURATE SHOOTING
London, Sept. 1. A rtfle range is
the latest acquisition of the militant
suffragettes.. Its location is kept a
close secret, but an official of the
Women's Social and Political union
hag admitted its existence and stated
that the range was in use every day
,by members of the organization, who
are rapidly becoming expert shots.
This weeks issue of the Suffragette,
the official organ of the W. S. P. U.,
contains an- advertisement offering to
'each women to shoot straight. The
official who gave the information in
regard to the rifle range said that
the militants were preparing for the
next repressive step of the government, which they fear will be the use
of the recently enacted mental defic- iency bill to confine the suffragette
leaders in asylums where they will
not be amenable to the usual court
procedures. If any of the leaders are
confined under the new act, the official in question declared, the resolution not to endanger human life
would be rescinded and the skill acquired at the butts would be brought
into play.
Home Secretary Reginald McKenna,
the best hated of "he cabinet minis
ters because his department has been
responsible for the forcible feeding
of suffragettes and the enforcement
of the cat and mouse act, Is living In
a house almost surrounded by the
homes of militant agitators. Mrs.
Emily K. Marshall, whose record for
acts of violence, is well known, recently moved Into a house adjacent to
the town residence of Mr. McKenna,
and ever since the home secretary has
had two stalwart policemen on guard
over his windows. Mrs. Marshall
does not deny that this precaution Is
altogether useless, for she declares
that the home secretary's! windows
are a constant temptation to her.
Mrs. Marshall is the wife of the
attorney for the Women's Social and
Political union, and the possessor of
a long window smashing record. She
now has as neighbors two other militants, who this week leased houses
within a few steps of the McKenna
home, which is in Westminster near
the house pf parliament. This Influx
of militants into the neighborhood,
hitherto almost entirely given over to
the homes of cabinet ministers and
members of parliament, has caused
some alarm among the politicians
whose opposition to woman's suffrage
has brought them threats of vengeance. Mrs. Marshall has already
served time fpr breaking windows in
the homes of cabinet officers, and
she was arrested1 a few weeks ago for
assaulting a Scotland Yard detective.
Mr. McKenna does not regard her as
a desirable neighbor, nor does he care
about her friends. She was asked for
the names of her comrades who have
taken the two houses so close to her
own, but declined the information.
She did, however, express the fervent
hope that their presence would not
add to the comfort of the home sec
retary.

To Step ScalLig-
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This Troublesome Skin Disease Promptly Checked
by a very Simple
Attention.
Classed with eczema,
psoriasis has been considered one of the most
obstinate of skin dis-

fife

eases.
A lady In Lexington,
Ky., says that before
she began using: S. S. S.
the disease broke out

at frequent Intervals
where she thought it
cured. But by getting
her blood under con
trol by the influence
of S. S. S psoriasis entirely disappeared and there was never again the
slightest sign of It.
Like nearly all skin diseases, psoriasis is primarily due to Impaired

blood.
The skin Is but a, network of fine
blood vessels.
And it is a perfectly
natural consequence that any influence
in the blood that is a condition of ill
health makes its first appearance In
the Bkin. There is one ingredient In
S. S. S. which peculiarly stimulates
cellular or glandular activity to select
from the blood or from this fine network of blood vessels In the skin, those
elements which It requires for re-

generation.
Thus pimples, acne, eczema, lupus,
or any other blood condition that attacks the skin or seeks an outlet
through the skin, Is met with the antidotal effect of S. S. S.
This Is why skin troubles vanish so
readily and why they do not return.
You can get S. S. S. in
any drug
store, but insist upon having It Take
no chance by permitting anyone to
recommend a substitute. And if your
Wood condition is such that you would
like to consult a specialist freely, address the Medical Dept., The Swift
Specific Company, 182 Swift Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga,

The deference of the police to a
title will sometimes save a woman
frqm arrest, even if she is a militant
suffragette, anil this fact was no
sooner observed by the leaders In the
women's campaign than It was put
into effective use.
During one of the recent battles
at the London ppavillon, while the
suffragette detail of Scotland Yard
was going through its usual weekly
exercise of arresting Mrs. Pankhurst,
a number of her defenders were Io&k-ein a small room and placed unaer
arrest.
It happened uiat most of
these women were subscription and
advertisement solicitors for- the
antl on account of tjheir
services to the official organ of the
W. S P. U. it was not desirable that
they should go to jail.
The leader of the solicitors was a
dignified and stately looking wom.-riiand one of her companions secured
her release by making use of this
fact. While the women were being
charged at the police station the
stately solicitor was several times addressed as "Your Grace" ty her companions., When her turn came to
sign the prison register the Inspector
in charge of the police declared that
a mistake had been made and that
he had no coirlplalnt to make against
her. Then a constable was detailed
to a
to escort the pseudo-duche'
taxicab.
The suffragettes charge that similar reasons led to the almost immediate, discharge of Lady Sybil Smith,
who was arrested with Mrs. Pethick
Lawrence while attempting a raid on
the house of commons.
d
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AMERICAN WOMEN CARELESS

their physical
They
strength and take chances which in
the long run cause pain and trouble.
Wet feet, a cold from exposure, neglect of such warning symptoms as
backache, nervousness, bearing down
pains, all lead to untold suffering. To
a
all such women we want to say
ComPinkham's
Vegetable
E.
pound Is the unfailing remedy in such
cases. Thousands of American women
'
testify to its virtue. Adv.

CHICKENS MUST HAVE SHADE
Average Poultryman May Lose Several Hens Before He Realizes
That Heat Is Responsible.
(By J. Q. HALPIN, Wisconsin College of
Agriculture.)
Not disease, but lack of shade, Is
responsible for many poultry losses
in summer. The average poultryman

may lose several hens before he realizes that heat is responsible for their
death, or he may expose young chicks
to hot sunfhine- too soon. A young
chick hatched during hot weather
must not be put out in the hot sun
until after it is several days old, and
must be gradually accustomed to the
sun. Otherwise the sun may blister
ita tender skin, so that even though
it is not killed outright, it is greatly
weakened.
For shade, a corn field, small patch
of sunflowers, shrubbery and bushes
of any sort, as well as fruit or shade
trees, are very satisfactory.
Many
times something could be accom
plished along this line by turning the
nouses around so that they face north
and thus shade the chicks. Portable
colony houses with solid floors can be
raised a foot or more off the ground so
that the chicks can get under them for
shade. Old doors and objects of that
sort can be used for shade by driving
four stakes into the ground, and elevating the north end of the door some
three or four feet from the ground
while the south end is only about a
foot from the ground. Small ducklings and goslings are even more sub
ject to sun stroke than the chickens
and so should be guarded with espe

cial care.

KINDNESS SHOWN TO FOWLS
Excellent Practice to Call Birds to
Their Feed With Low Whistle
Should Not Disturb.

WITH

TAILORED

SUITS

PRETTY EFFECTS IN
SEPARATE BLOUSES.

STRIKINGLY

Relieve Costume From Appearance of
Severity Loose Lines Are Imperative If One Would Follow
Caprice of Fashion.

'figuring

Yellow complexion, pimples and disblemishes on the face or
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
is a powerful liver coreetant. It puri-

fies the system, stimulates the vital
organs and puts the body in fine vigorous condition. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
HORSE

SHOW

OPENS

Newport, R. I., Sept. 1. Society re
gards the annual horse show, which
opened at the Casino today, as the
event of the summer. The golf links
the tennis courts, and the yachts are
expected to be deserted during the
three days that the shaw will hold
forth. In the number and quality of
the entries the show this year has
never been eclipsed.
When the bowels feel uncomfortable and you miss the exhilarating
feeling that always follows a copious
morning operation, a dose of HERBINE will set you right in a couple
of hours. If taken at bedtime you

get Its beneficial effect after break-fas- t
next day. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
YACHTSMEN

GATHER

Marblehead, Mass.", Sept. 1. The
most important international contest
this season in the yachting world, the
sonder class races,
began off Marblehead today. Bj Friday, perhaps, it may be told if the
Germans are the superiors of the
Americans in Bmall yacht designing,
construction and rigging or the reverse., The first of these sonder class
international matches in 1906 sailed
off Marblehead, resulted in a victory
The
for the American yachtsmen.
return match at Kiel the next year
was a bad failure on the part of the
Americans, as they were whipped
from start to finish. But in 1909 the
Americans scored another victory at
Marblehead and in 1911 they crossed
over to Kiel again and1 had things all
their own way. ' As usual, each of the
two countries is represented this year
by a team of three yachts, the German
trio being the Angeia, Seurni and
W.ittelsbach, while the American boats
are the Ellen, Sprig and Cima. President Wilson will probaoly present
the cup which bears his name to the
boat which wins. The Governor Foss
cup is in the nature of a necond prize
and will be awarded on a system of
The sonder, or special type
points.
of boat, is a small yacht about 33
feet over all, with cost, displacement
and' sail area limited. Sonder yacht
sailing is exciting sport, for the boats
are very delicately balanced and work
very quickly both on and off the
German-America-

n

all-ove-
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at the usual feeding place with the

bucket of feed, and throw out a Jit.
tie of the feed near you, gradually
shortening the distance from day to
day. In this way the birds may be
made to approach rather close, and
after a few trials they will usually eat
from one s hand.
Avoid hasty passing by windows or
openings of poultry houses and do not
enter suddenly. Sometimes It is well
to draw the birds' attention so that
they will not be taken by surprise and
pile Into a corner or try to get out by
way of the roof. When walking among
the birds, do so with a slow, deliberate
step. It is also a good practice to call
the birds to thed. rea-- with a low
Linen With Striped Collar.
whistle and to use this Bame whistle
when entering the pen, or when the these blouses, so that the filmy outei
birds are disturbed in any way.
fabric appears to be clinging to the
bare flesh of shoulders and. arms.
Very loose lines are insisted upon
ALARM BELL FOR INCUBATOR
by Fashion in all blouses now. Not
does the blouse hang in full,
Electric Contrivance Found to Be of only
folds from long shoulders,
graceful
Great Convenience In Avoiding
but It also bangs over the girdle at
Overheating of Eggs.
the waistline. Net is pintucked, and
half-incor quarter
We have an electrlo alarm bell con- chiffon is laidto in
emphasize this effect
nected up with our Incubator that we Inch tucks
of fullness, and some of the most
And of great help In avoiding overblouses are of white chiffon
heating or chilling of the eggs, writes fetching
F. J. Hebanth of Council Grove, Kan., tucked all the way across In evenly
h
tucks.
Some
in the Farmers' Mail and Breeze. A spaced, quarter-inctimes
band
of
a
pastel colored ribbon
is an electrlo door bell screwed to the
incubator. B la the battery, C the passes under the tucked chiffon and
switch and D is No. 18 annuncia- over the net or lace camisole beneath,
tor or beli wire. The wire runs from the fringed ends of the ribbon emergb?!I to the switch, then to the reg- ing at the front of the blouse through
ulator at E. F is a fine wire twisted in buttonholed slashes in the chiffon
where the ribbon Is tied in a small,
the shape of a
fork,
bow.
h
about
inch above soft
Sometimes when the blouse is made
the regulator arm and the other the
same distance below, when the regula- of chiffon or other very sheer matetor is in a normal position. The rial, broad ribbon In some delicate
color is run under the hem, the
prongs are of very thin wire, so as
fringed ends emerging where the
fronts cross at the bust.
h

to

ona-pron-

one-fourt-

MARY

DEAN.

New Kind of Glove.
is not possible to go out in the
afternoon wearing a frock with a new
kind of short sleeve and not wear the
long gloves which the manufacturers
have Invented to meet the occasion
These are 35 buttons in length, and
even longer, and they are wrinkled
from wrist to shoulder and cover all

It

Fine Mothers for Chicks.
Turkeys make fine mothers for
In France they persuade
chickens.
the turkey hen to sit before she has
laid an egg. They fill a box too narrow for the hen to stand upright In,
with hay, to within 12 inches of the
top, giv the turkey a good feed of,
grain and some eggs, fasten her down'
and leave till the next day, when she
wind.
is taken off to feed and water. In four
days it is claimed she is ready to
,
adopt, the nest and eggs, and can be
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man oi woman who has kidney given the eggs to be hatched.
trouble Is facing a serious proposition,
Fertile Egg Warmer.
where grave complications readily follow neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
During the last part of the hatch a
an honest curative medicine that once fertile egg will beone or two degrees
taken into your system mean restored warmer than an Infertile one in tag
Schaefer fame tray.
health and strength. 0.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
G--

s
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troup of comedians was playing
at a local theater recently. There apwindow a
peared at the ticket-seller'- s
little old colored woman, fairly bristling with importance. She was quite
flustered as she asked:
"Is de
JUAN DE RIOS RIOBAL PLACED IN
seats in the furst
The slow southern drawl of
PENITENTIARY FOR SAFE
This yougster tioehling whom Clark
the pleasant old voice was made more
Griffith has looks like a strike.
KEEPING.
she
attractive by the fact that
proLife for Ty Cobb must be just one nounced the last word with accent on
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. Juan de Dios
the second syllable.
blamed suspension after the other.
Riobal, confessed murderer of
"Yes," said the ticket seller.
"Is dey good seats?"
Rael, assessor of Taos county,
The Detroit Tigers have purchased
"Yes," again.
who was killed last Saturday
Pitcher Schmultz of the Vancouver
night at
"Ih da
seats in de second
his home at Questa, was captured by
team.
and is dey good seats, too?"
Mounted Policeman Fred Lambert of
Another and more impatient "Yes "
New York Giant pitchers have forThe old woman pondered a few mo- Cimarron, two miles north of Maxgotten the foolish art of giving bases
ments,
then, with the light of a great well City, and was landed behind the
on balls.
resolve in her eyes, said: "Well. I'll bars of the state penitentiary for safe
seats!"
keeping pending trial in the Eighth
Both Tesreau and Bedient, the tek two of dem
The imperturbable man in the box district,
world's series stars, are going badly
following an admission of
handed her the tickets as calmly as if
this year.
such a large sale were a daily occur- guilt before Judge Lleb of Raton Satrence. She took the tickets and asked: urday.
Bob Hedges says that the St. Louis
Riobal admits the killing
"A dollar an' a half for de two?" her
according
Browns have a fine chance to win the
tone Indicating a hope of some pos- to those who have talked with him
pennant next year.
sible reduction.
saying that following an extended ar"Yes," once more, this time very gument with Rael, who
Ham Hyatt is belting the ball sav
had been his
gruffly.
partner in the saloon business, a setagely this season. If he had speed he
Then came the final question: "K
would be a wonder.
tlement
being refused; he had
dey for lady and gentleman?" New
"smoked" him. He does not seem to
York Post.
Rumor has it that some fans are on
be remorseful about
It, and Is said to
their way from Chile to attend the
IN ANCIENT DAYS.
have
stated that he should have killed
world's series of 1913.
Rael's son also.
It was supposed that following the
Kommers, the new Pirate outfielder,
looks a little clumsy in the field, but
murder Riobal started for the Colovery danger, ub at the bat
rado line, but according to his
story,
which
can be pretty well substantiat
10
The sale of Chappell may cost the
ed, he started south instead of
Milwaukee club the pennant in the
north,
to San Antonio, thence to Argoing
American association this fall.
royo Hondo, and then east through
the mountains and the Morena
President Jim McAleer is said to attend more of his team's games on the
to Baldy, where he has many valley
relaroad than any other club owner.
tives.
A

CAUGHT

1

Mell-quiad- es

y

75-ce-
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the arm.
The effect is not pretty unless one
wears a white or light gown, in which
case the long expanse of white kid on
the arm is not a decided contrast; but
when one wears a gown of any ordinary color, and especially of black,
the white or buff sleeve is too conspicuous for beauty.
Yet what is one going to do if one Insists upon wearing this new tiny
sleeve? The public should be thankful
that there has been a glove immediately made to wear with it pr we
should no doubt see women going
wound with bare arms swinging free
of their frocks, like prizefighters.
Rich Ribbons.

The characteristics of the new ribbons aro richness of coloring and very
large, bold patterns. Large designs,
popples and orchids and roses are typical. In the velour
ribbons dark floral
effects will be- especially in favor.
Moire brocaded ribbons, with floral
backgrounds in rich tones, too, will be
used for millinery.
Wash Silk Waists.
Cool and comfortable are the separate waists of white wash silk, A
heavy cord of white is the finish to

the

IBWf

It develops now mat the rumor,
which was published a few
days ago,
about Riobal being killed at
Baldy In
a
ers.
fight was a ruse to draw Mounted
Policeman Lambert into that neighRed Dooin has acquired the habit
borhood, while Riobal went on east.
of sending in substitutes, so he yanks
According to. Mr. Lambert's story,
out players whether they do well or
when he heard that Riobal had been
not.
v
killed, he started1 on horseback for
First Jester The king has been de- Baldy, but
meeting several persona
Manager Stovall seems to have two
of the best young southpaws heavers posed from his throne and he says he who had gone up from Cimarron to atis
to
us
a
make
make
for
going
living
In the league In Hamilton and Leve- tend the funeral, he suspected that
him.
renz.
Second Jester Ah! he is going to they would not be coming back so
soon, had Riobal really been killed, so
live on his wits, ehT
President Holland of the St JoseDh
instead of continuing to Br.ldy he folDrummers, is trying to get some of
lowed the men ha had1 Just met to
Her Explanation. '
the surplus players from Callahan or
There were some deficiencies in the their homes. There ho learned, after
Mack.
early education of Mrs. Donahoe, but cornering one pf .the men that Rioual
never mentioned them or admit had1
Practically all of the major league she
secured a burro and had started
ted
their
existence.
managers, except Johnny Evers. con
east evidently for the TJte creek sec"Will
name
here?"
you
your
sign
cede the National league pennant to
said the young lawyer whom Mrs. Don- tion around Pasamonte, where relathe Giants.
'
ahoe had asked to draw up a deed tives live. Lambert .by further ina parcel of land to her quiries, learned of the possible route
George Burns, who is playing left transferring1
taken by the fugitive, and an inspecfield for the Giants, is doing some of daughter.
"You sign it yourself an' I'll make tion
the best outfieiding ever seen at the
of several trails discovered a burme mark," said the old woman quickly.
Polo grounds.
ro
track
which Lambert followed.
"Since me eyes gave out I'm not able
About 20 miles of tracking was done
to write a wurrd, young man."
Pitcher Hendrix of the Pirates, has
VHow do you spell it?" he asked before overtaking the fugitive. Riobal
gone and done it bought himself an
surrendered immediately as soon as
peh
poised above the proper space.
thanks
to
Hans
automobile,
Wagner's
"Spell it whatever way you plaze," called on (to do so, having disqualibad example.
said Mrs. Donahoe, recklessly. "Since fied himself for
making itny sort of
Catcher Schang of the Athletics is I lost me teeth there's not a worrd In a fight by packing his pistol in the
can
I
s
Youth
the
Com
wurrld
spell.
one of the few men in big league ball
pack on the burro with his provisions.
panion.
who can bat equally well
Riobal was taken back to Cimarron,
or
thence to Raton, where following an
Cause for Worry.
A salesgirl in a department store informal plea of guilty, Judge Lieb re
Clark Griffith says that he is eoine
yawned
drowsily as she removed her manded him to the state penitentiary
to add several more southpaws to his
and started to get in readiness for safe keeping,
pending his trial.
pitching staff, now that Boehling is wraps
for her day's work.
The accused man Is 70 years of age
going so good.
'Out to a party last night?" tnquir
and had been in the saloon business
McGraw seems to like the Cubans. ed one of the other girls.
with Rael. The license for the saloon
I didn't get much sleep."
but
"No,
The Giant leader has purchased Pitch
"Weren't you feeling well?"
expired in April and was not renewed.
er Eniilio Palemro of the Almendares
"Yes, but after I had put the light Riobal claimed' that Rael was disposteam of Havana.
out and Jumped into bed I found some- ing of the stock on hand
surreptitious.
Catcher Daly, the yougster secured thing round under the covers and I ly, and demanded a settlement from
all
awake
nearly
night wondering Rael, which argument led to the kiltfrom the Lowell (Mass.) team by the lay
White Sox, is regarded as one of the whether it was a nickel or only just ing last
Saturday nignt.
a metal button with the hook broken
finds of the year.
Reports from Taos state that a
off."
freighter named Antonio Trujillo and
George McBride, the veteran shortIn It.
Method
his son are under arrest there chargof
the Senators, has been nick
stop
"Don't you think, dear," began ed with complicity tn aiding Riobal
named "Pinch" McBride. And he is
Comfy, "that our next-doo- r
neighbors, to escape, it being alleged that they
some pinch hitter, too.
the Scrubbs, are putting on a great.
gave him a lift in their freight wagon
In New York they say that the only deal too much style, considering the over the mountains.
Trujillo'. how
other ball player who plays his posi- fact that they never know Isfrom day ever, contends that he was
fprced to
to
next
meal
the
where
coming
day
tion with the easy nonchalance of
do this at the point of Riobal's gun,
from?"
;Shafer is Larry Lajoie.
"Well," replied Mrs. Comfy, "you and says that when he met a certain
see, the more style they put on the Taos citizen they stopped in the road
Charles Ebbets' new park is the more
likely they are to be Invited out and talked about the murder. Knowbest drained In the country. Noth to dinner."
ing that Roibal could hear everything
ing but a sudden flood will prevent
a game on that ground.
that was said, Trujillo, so he states,
Fact.
'And what have you learned in your by motions, conveyed to the man he
e
Maranville, the
shortstop of travels?" asked the sage. "What was talking with the information that
the Braves, continues his brilliant all- have you gained?"
Riobal was hidden in the freight
around playing. He is the most pop- knowledge
"Well," replied the rolling stone, wagon. His listener understanding
team.
ular member of the
"I have discovered that if you want
the motions, Indicated that he did not
anything well done you must order it have a
Outfielder Tommy Leach, of the rare."
gun and would not want to
Cubs, hasn't lost any of his fielding
attempt to capture Riobal without one,
so he was not apprehended.
speed. There are few who can go out
Over the Counter.
on a fly ball as well as he.
'Are these candles fresh, my pretty
Sinecio Sisneros, sheriff of Taos
one?" asked the youth with the sun- county, in an advertisement printetf in
Jake Stahl's .recent dive into pri- set socks.
English, offered $30 reward for the
vate life is about on a par with leav"They are fresh, but not in your capture of Riobal, and in an advertiseto
world's
the
the
ing
champions
play class," answered
saleslady with ment in
Spanish offered $100 for the
the Titian hair.
right field for the Browns.
capture of the fugitive.
The board of county commissioners
Bert Daniels of the Yankees is very
Happy Bride.
"Has your daughter's second ronr. of Taos county selectecr, rrom more
fast on the bases. The only trouble
with Bert is that he is not able to riage turned out happily, Dobby?" than 20 applicants, Don Celcdon Sishit often enough to get on.
queried Hawkins.
neros of Questa as county assessor
"Why yes, in a way," said Dobbs. to serve the
balance of the term of
how
sees
Mabel
was
she
the
Earl Hamilton,
sensational young
with
happy
the late Melquiades Rael. The sucsouthpaw heaver of the Browns, has her first husband." Judge.
cessful applicant was formerly posttwice this season held the Highlandmaster at Questa. lie has the repuChristian Harmony.
ers to a single hit in one game.
The Mistress I shall take one of tation of being careful and
lioiief,
Many managers have a hard time the children to church with me this two qualifications that will tend to
Mary."
morning,
some
ball
that
the
convincing
players
the betterment
f the assessor's of.
The General Yes'in; which?
head can be used for other things
fiee.
Mistress
The
whichever
Oh.
will go
beside a place on which to hang a
best with my new dress.
cap.
Subscribe for The (.'
For a youth playing his first year
In the majors, Sam Agnew of the
Browns ranks with the leading catch

-

How Bell Is Connected.

Hil

OF

SLAYER

Old Lady Finally Makes Up Her Mind
and Asks: "Are They for Lady
and Gentleman?"

Wr

Did you ever stop to consider that
Kindness pays lust as- well in the barn
yard as in the home? Laying fowls,
like bees, sting when disturbed by
quick motions oi- otherwise, the only
difference being that the sting is in
the pocketbook.
Fowls to produce.
well must be kept tame. At feed time
when the birds are hungry, and you
have from one to five minutes' time
that can be spared, sit or kneel down

not to interfere with the movement
of the regulator arm. One wire from
the battery connects with F and the
other passes under the machine to the
bell.
The circuit is closed as soon
as the regulator arm comes in contact
with one of the prongs at F, which
rings the bell.

SHE WANTED SEATS FOR TWO

t

Those summer !!oui?oB 0f iacy fajj.
ric mounted over flesh tinted net or
chiffon to increase the effect of transparency are almost shockingly sheer,
and the decollette cut of many of the
waists, designed for wear with tailored
street suits, is also rather shocking
to
propriety which believes that a shirtwaist intended for
general utility wear should be rather
humble and withal a very modest and
unostentatious little garment. But nc
one can say that the new blouses are
not pretty. Never has the separate
waist been as becoming as it is at
this moment, and one of these new
lace or net blouses, chic with its touch
of Parisian cachet, enlivens a simple
and severe tailored coat and skirt suit
considerably.
Washable nets tucked in groups oi
minute pintucks, embroidered
nets,
lace and net combinations and
laces in fine Val. and shadow
patterns, are used for these trans
parent blouses, and the dainty camisole an
term revived
which goes under the blouse, is an im
portant part of its prettiness. The
camisole may be of sheer white nel
or of chiffon. Sometimes, when the
blouse is of chiffon, the camisole is
of lace, but flash colored chiffon oi
net Is used under the majority oi
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two states are today jealously supervising the Introduction of new emigration laws in the parliaments of
Vienna and Budapest. When the Austrian council of ministers recently presented the draft of a new bill to the
minister of war, this official expressed
himself as greatly displeased at the
mildness of the restrictions devised
for preventing Austrian youths from
going abroad.
Farmers In many parts of Austria
TREPIED, IN PICARDY, CHOSEN
BY AMERICANS AND ENGLISH
and Hungary have long complained
AS SUMMER RESIDENCE
that no labor was procurable, all the
able bodied young men having emigrat
s
Paris, Sept. 1. - One of the cheapest ed. The authorities remained
to live in all France, and at jparatively Indifferent, until today they
the same time one of the most at-- J find that emigration Is seriously attractive to lovers of the open country, jfecting recruiting. Now they are deep-i- s
concerned.
the sunny village of Trepied, In pie-.- y
turesque Picardy. This little town Is At the last enrollment of recruits
close to the very fashionable seashore: on June 80 the Cracow army corjvs
of Paris Plage and Le Tou-- j ported that 20,872 young men (ailed
where
quet,
prices have soared to the to answer the military summons,
but nevertheless it remains the fog left the country. The Phzemysl
Simple village that Corot. first dlscov- - cors vag 26,112 short, the Letcher's
ered nearly a hundred years ago.
corps 33,860. In all the crown lands
of his well' large numbers of men liable to mili- Corot painted some
known canvasses near ' Trepied, and tnrv service had disappeared. It was
the beauty of the surrounding country estimated that 81,000 had gone from
makes an equally strong appeal to Galiola and Bukowlna alone.
artists today, for the Picardy village Such a condition of affairs is
serious at the present time,
hag been frequented of late years by
a group of American and English ar- when, owing to changes In the strate
tists, many of whom have become fa- gical conditions of the Balkan counmous. To mention only a fewhere tries, the recruiting levy of Austria- are Frank Brangwyn, Sir Alfred East, Hungary is about to lie increased by
Hughes Stanton, Henry S. Hubbell, 40,000 men. The emigration to Can
Frederick Frieseke, H. O. Tanner and ada la nartlctilnrlv displeasing to the
Dudley Hardy; Indeed there Is hardly war ministry, n few of these emi
an American painter who has studied grants ever return. Over 90,000 men
in Europe but has spent one or more liable for army service are now In
s
summers painting the silver
Canada and not one responded to the
and pine woods along the coast, summons recently sent out to join the
or the stately poplars and rich pas- army.
tures Inland.
Trepied soon became
HOW'S THIS
too small and the artist visitors flowed over into the fishing town of We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
case of Catarrh trat
ward for
Etaples and the famous old walled city rannot. he any
cured by Hall's Catarrh
,
Montreuilsur-Mermade famous by Cure.
of
.Victor Hugo and Laurence Sterne.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
Life is cheap within the boundaries
We, the undersigned, have known
Comfortable farm- F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
of the colony.
and believe him perfectly honorable
houses, with gardens and
in all business transactions aua nu- may be rented for $50 a year, and ancially able to carry out any obligathero is an excellent market thrice tions made bv his firm.
weekly at Etapleg at which the gossip NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
of the colony is exchanged. At Paris
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
Le
and
Toquet gather many nally,
Plage
acting directly upon the blood
persons of wealth and fashion and and mucous surfaces of the system
there Is golf and polo; hut the two Testimonials sent free. Price 75
Sold by all Drugworlds meet only at the annual sum- cents per bottle.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 1. Two water applications were filed In the state
engineer's offlco today, both being
made by Edith Mullen of Faywood,
N. M., who asks for water for Irrigation from Cienega arroyo, and another
tributary of the Mimbres river. Each
application calls for water for thu
irrigation of 100 acres in twp. 20
south, range 12 west.
Dunbaugh Resigns
II. P. Dunbaugh, for the past year
and a half, assistant superintendent at
the New Mexico penitentiary, has resigned his position effective Septsm-be- r
1, according to an announcement
made this afternoon by Warden
Mr. McManus stated that as
yet no one ,had been selected to suc
ceed Dunbaugh. Mrs. Dunbaugh, it is
stated, has already left for Denver.
In Bankruptcy
Charles H. Weaver of East Las Vegas, has filed bankruptcy proceedings
in the United States district court
here. Chester H. Hunker is the ref--(
eree.
Bronze Medals for New Mexicans
Further details on the national team
match shot Friday at Camp Perry,
Indicate that New Mexico's team made
an average of 79 per cent. Out of a
possible 3,000, New Mexico's represen
tatives made 2,372. Tlje position as
fourth in class C, which New Mexteo
won, Is the thirty-fourtposition from
the head of the 1st. It Is not known
just how many teams were competing, but it was probbaly over 50. Two
years ago 42 teams competed, and New
Mexican ranked 35 from the head of
the list, or just outside the money. At
that time out of a possible 3,000 points
they made 2,726 or 75.7 per cent. Their
showing this year is one file better
than two years ago and their percentage Is 3.3 better. The rules for the
match provide a cah prize of $150 to
the team making fourth place In class
C (New Mexico a position),
and a
bronze medal to every member of the
h

s

LOS LUNAS IS SCENE OF ELABOR
ATE CREMONIES
WITH GOVERNOR PRESENT

SECOND SERIOUS ACCIDENT OF
NATIONAL MEET OCCURS AT
CAMP PERRY.

Los Lunas, N. M., Sept. 1 The new
Valencia county court house, recently
completed, was dedicated today with
impressive ceremonies, attended by
hundreds of residents of the county.
The ocaslon was the most noteworthy
in the history of Los Lunas.
Governor McDonald and other state
officials were guests of honor, wh.Ua
county officials, lawyers and city offi
cials also ,weer entertained. Governor McDonald, who attended the gov
ernors
conference
at
Colorado
Springs, Colo., this week, arrived in
Santa Fe Sunday and telegraphed the
reception committee he would he
here today. He was accompanied by
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca,
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero,
Attorney General Frank, W. Clancy
and Adjutant General A. S. Brookes.
The big amusement feature of the
day was the championship baseball
game between Gallup and Belen teams
for the state pennant. The dedica
tion ceremonies occured this morning
and the afternoon was given over en
tirely to the ball game.
The complete program for today's
exercises is as follows:
9:30 a. m. Celebration of mass at
Church of San Clemente.
10:45 a. m. Blessings pronounced
by Fathers Docher, Roillere, Pecaid
and Dastamnie.

Camp Perry, O., Sept. 1. The second serious shooting accident of the

'

11:15 a. m.

Addresses

Gover-

by

nor of Slate 6f New Mexico William
C. McDonald;
Secretary of State of
New Mexico, Antonio Lucero; Attorney General of State of New Mexico,
Frank W. Clancy; Judge Seventh
District of New Mexico, Hon.
Merritt C. Mechem; District Attorney
Seventh Judicial District, Hon. John
E. Griffith; Superintendent of public
Instruction Alvan N. White; United
States Attorney Summers Burkhart;
Hon. Ralph E. Twitchell, Hon. Nestor
Montoya; Chairman Board of County
Commissioners Eugene Kempenich.
1:00 p. m. Barbecue, Bosque del
Huning.
2:30 p. m. Baseball game, Beleo
judl-dici-

DIARRHOEA

QUICKLY

CURED

"I was taken witth diarrhoea and Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
After taking one dose of It I was cured.
It also cured others that I gave it
to," writes M. E. Gebhart, Oriole, Pa.
That is not at all unusual. An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can almost
Invariably be cured by one or two doses of this remedy. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

well-define- d

a,

;

,

1

AT RIFLE RANGE

DEDICATED

team.
While the defiinte standing of the
Arizona, Texas and Colorado teams Is
not known this year, it Is known that
they won places ahead of New Mexi
co. Two years ago, Colorado ranked
14, Arizona 15, and Texas 22 in 42
teams competing. New Jersey was
las', two years ago, and at that time vs. Gallup.
the state militia teams from Iowa and

i,..
mer picture exhibition which, started gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiproom
at
in
the Parish
fix years ago
ation. 'Adv.
tached to the church at Paris Plage,
now one of the finest art shows In
BELGIANS ANTICIPATE
, t'ie French provinces.
Massachusetts outranked the cavalry
The magnificent art collection beteam which won first money this year.
longing to the late Deputy Edouard ARMED CONFLICT
Open Season for Ducks
SOON
The season for ducks, snipes, curAynard will be sold in Paris this
1
lew and plover opens September 1,
The collection is estimated to be LITTLE NATION TRANSFERS RE according to the state law and runs
worth nearly $2,000,000
and it conuntil March 31 of each year. Such
SERVE TO HOLLAND AND INtains, among other notable pictures, a
has been the program in the past, but
CREASES ARMY
number of primitives by Cornoille; a
effective October 1, 1913, the federal
Rembrandt, estimated at $100,000; a Brussels, Sept. 1. Belgium's con- law for the protection of migratory
Ruysdael, valued at $50,000, and a tinued activity in adopting certain birds goes into effect and will of
large number of paintings dating back
measures of national de course supercede the state law for
from the fourteenth, fifteenth, six fence and
protection keeps alive in migratory waterfowl. According to
teenth and seventeenth centuries. In every one's mind the alarming idea the federal act, the open season for
addition to these works there are M. that armed conflict in
Europe is a ducks and other migratpry water fowl
Aynard's collections of ivory, ancient thing to be expected. The government in New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma
jewels and furniture, some old tapes- does not devulge what it believes and Kansas, shall be from September
tries valued at $200,000, and three Ital- or
1 to December 16.
This is a con
fears; it quietly goes ahead with
ian masterpieces by Jacopo della Guer-ci- its
siderable
of
the duck sea
shortening
the
people
preparations, leaving
Agostino de Duccio and
son, and the game warden's departto speculate as they will.
The Belgian army has been increas- ment is bringing this to the attention
ed to a peace footing absolutely with- of all deputy game wardens. There
Mother of Eighteen Children
out precedent; never before has fhe is also another important provision in
"I am the mother of eighteen chilthe new federal law. . It provides a
dren and have the praise of doing country, had so many men under arms
closed season on all migratory
on
daily
in
of
and
times
woman
more work than any young
peace,
in
Antwerp,
my town," writes Mrs. C. J. Martin, the Scheldt, already one of the strong game from sunset to sunrise and gives
Boone Mill, Va. "I suffered for five est fortresses of
Europe, is rapidly the birds protection at night.
years witth stomach trouble and could
School Bond Issues
not eat as much as a biscuit without being strengthened evidently with the
What's the matter with school dis
as
near
of
the
idea
impregI
making
taken
bottles
city
three
have
Buffering.
That's
of Chamberlain's Tablets and am now nable as possible. Belgium has a gold trict bonds in New Mexico?
a well woman and weigh 1G8 pounds. reserve of $18,000,000; this is the na- what Harry McElroy, of Tucumcari,
I can eat anything I want to, and as
tional treasure. In order further to wants to know in a letter to the state
much as I want and feel better than
ensure
its safety a large part of this department of education. Mr, McEl
I have at any time in ten years. I
refer to any one in Boone Mill or vic money has been moved from Brussels roy represents District No. 34, of Quay
inity and they will vouch for what I to Antwerp, the reason given being county, and recently that district vot
say." Chamberlain's Tablets are forlHlt thn ,flttpr4,,tv in more secure in ed to Issue $2,186 in bonds for the
sale by all dealers. Adv.
case of war. The national archives purpose of erecting a modern school
also have been transferred to the for- .building. After repeated efforts, the
tified metropolis for the same reason, best the district directors have been
EMIGRATION CAUSES
a precaution .which.iwould not ordin- offered for their bonds is 90 ,cents on
wants to
arily be taken except at a time, of the dollar. So far McElroy
DEPLETION IN ARMY national anxiety , These events, ,eon-- I know If the' 'state educational departsidered in connection with the recent ment Jwants to Invest.
According to Information obtained
mobilization and seemingly tending to
NEARLY
HUNDRED
THOUSAND
at
the department of education this
show that the international outlook
AVAILABLE MEN FOR AUSTRIA
these bonds are issued unmorning,
is
as
clear
as
sup
not'be
generally
may
WORKING IN AMERICA
the
der
provisions of Chapter 74 of the
posed, have caused much comment in
1905 as amended by the
of
laws
Belgium.-f
u
Laws of 1912. According to law these
Vienna, Austria, Sept. 1. So many
social
the
member
of
Belgian
Every,
o the young men of Austria and Hun-6 per cent interest, the
1st party will shortly be called upon bond3 draw
to
have
America that to
amount
of
bond issue cannot exRary
the
emigrated
a
week's
half
of
pay the equivalent
the armies of the Dual Monarchy lack
6
cent
ceed
of the assessed valuaper
for' the founding of a special
from eighty to one hundred thousand salary
tion
school
the
of
district, and the
of
fund to be devoted to the securing
soldiers this year to hear arms. These
bonds cannot be redeemed under ten
This
vote
a
suffrage.
general
single
men should be in the ranks, instead
as long as 20
decision on the part of the socialist years and may run
are
they
Yet
earning their livelihood in
county district
the
years.
Quay
to
determination
as
as well
the
the United States and Canada. The party,
90 cents
circulate a monster petition in favor is not offered better than
difficulty in getting recruits is inon
the
dollar.
taken
of political equality, has been
creasing instead of diminishing, and
with the decree of the
the military authorities of both Aus- in conformity
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
socialist hoad, and follols
general
tria and Hungary are beginning to
Adenoids result from a succession
socialists.
Dutch
of colds in, babies and young children.
show their consternation and even the lead of the
They spoil the mental and physical
their wrath at this very serious state
cure obstinate life of a child. The condition that
Pills
Foley
Kidney
of affairs.
cases of widney and bladder trouble, causes them may easily be avoided by
The migration from Austria and rheumatism and lumbago, because careful parents. Quickly and thorHungary for the first half of 1913 to they remove the cause. You can not oughly cure all colds and throat irrithe 'United States and Canada has take this honest curative medicine in- tations by the use of Foley's Honey
the and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
been unprecedented. The situation is to your pys'em without getting
them. O. O. Schae-fe- r not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red
refills.
right
Try
f.ueh that the ministers, of war of the
and Red Cross Drug; Store. Adv. Cross Drug Store. Adv,
...

PROMINENT

SCORER IS SHOT

COURT

SANTA

FE TO HAVE

ANEWJHORT

LINE

RAILROAD MEN IN TOPEKA HEAR
RUMORS REGARDING PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT

Topeka, Kan., Sept. 3 .With the acquisition of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific railway in northwestern New Mexico, the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe company will secure another cutoff to the Pacific
coast, according to railroad men in
Tojeka. This new possession runs
from Des Moines to Otero, N. M. In
connection with the purchase of this
short line, it is said that the Santa
Fe will abandon its original plan to
build the Colmor cutoff through the
Cimarron river valley and southwest.
It will be understood now that thi
cutoff will be built only to Des Moines.
The terminals of the Colmar cutoff
and the newly purchased property are
less; than 100 miles apart. The route
Will"' give the Santa Fe a low grade
across the corner of Kansas and New
Mexico and on to the coast.
The Santa Fe has two distinct
routes to the coast through that sec
tion. One is straight west through
the state of Kansas and Colorado and
down into the mountains of New Mex
ico.
The other rutins southwest
through Kansas, Oklahoma and the
Texas Panhandle into New Mexico. If
the proposed cutoff is carried out, It
will give the road a third and a much
shorter route for the handling of
freight to the coast.
,

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause, weak and Inactive kid
neys allow uric acid poisons to remain in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and Renin? joints fol
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently buNd
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of the blood and hodv. Try them
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

annual rifle tournament here took
place today. Corporal Fennissey of
Company M of the Third United
States Infantry, while acting as scorer, wa3 shot through the abdomen, the
bullet, of .22 caliber, entering on the
left side at the belt and lodging In
his right side. His condition is serious, hut may not prove fatal. Francisco Zegarra Bullon of Peru was the
victim of a fatal accidental shot last
"

week.

"

The Argentine Republic naval team
won the first of the international
matches today by defeating the United States team by 122 points. Scores
of the last stage, the 1,000 yard range,
were: Argentine, 227; United States,
216.
Total scores in all stages: Argentine' 1,612; United States, 1,490.
Expert Shooting Begins
Eight days of expert marksmanship
under the auspices of the International union and the
unfbn
began today. The various
shoots of the National Rifle association were completed Saturday, and
hereafter all contests will be between
the teams representing the United
States and invaders from Canada,
South America and Europe.

WOMEN

HURT

Boston. Sept. 1. Mrs. Stuyvesant
'
Leroy and her daughter, Mrs. Amos
Luck French, of New York and New
port, were seriously injured in an
auto accident near Canton today. Mrs.
Leroy's condition is regarded as crit-- l
ical tonight. Both women were taken
10 tne iioiei luiuaiuo uero.
As Mrs. Leroy's condition was found
to be serious, her family physician
and nurses were summoned from New
port. Word was also sent to relatives
Stuyvesant Leroy, son of Mrs. Lroy
was at Narragansett Pier. He rushed
to Provlndence in an automobile and
there caught a train for Boston. Mr.
Mrs.
Jack
Gerahty,
and Mrs.
French's daughter and
were summoned from their home in
Woburn and were at the hotel tonight.
Mrs. Leroy is 65 years of age. She
has been prominent for many years
in society and in philanthropic work.
'
Her We husband was a banker in

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

Maude Adams has begun her
In "Peter Pan."
j

tour

Inna Claire is to appear in London
in ."The Eleventh Muse."
Ellen Beach Yaw will appear in
vaudeville the coming season.
Bessie Abbott and Jeff de Angells
will head the cast of "Rob Roy."
Minnie Palmer is to appear in a
one-acomedy, "The Seashore Wict

dow."

son-in-la-

New York.

Valerie Bergere has a new comedy
playlet entitled "Boston Baked Beans."
Signor Peruglnl has been
for the part of Chorus in "The Yellow Jacket."
Klaw and Erlanger have acquired
the rights of production to "The Poor
Little Rich Girl."
Mary Pickford is to be seen In a
moving picture production of "In the
Bishop's Carriage."
Olga Nethersole may visit this
country again. She has not been seen
on this side for several seasons.
William Hodge Is to star this season under the management of the
Shuberts in "The Road to Happiness."
Mary Keener has just been engaged by Charles Frohman for the leading feminine part in "The Conspiracy."
Martha Hedman will be John Mason's leading woman in the new play
by Augustus Thomas, entitled "Indian Summer."
Frank Sheridan is booked to open
his season in Baltimore In a playlet by
Richard Harding Davis, called "Black,
mail."
One of the new plays Is by Albert
Lee' and starts off with a fire In a
Turkish bath. It is entitled. "Miss
Phoenix."
W. A Brady is to produce a playlet
entitled "A Beauty Parlor," by Eliza
beth Jordan, author of "The Lady
f:cm Oklahoma."
Kla wand Erlanger will produce
later In the season, a drama called
"Marie Claire," by A. E. Thomas, author of "The Rainbow."
'

JUROR'S TOES BROKEN
San Francisco, Sept. 1. Whether
a juror with two newly broken toes
can pay proper attention In a big
criminal trial, will be decided TuesCami-nett- i,
day, when the case of F. Drew
Mann
the
with
violating
charged
white slave act, is resumed before
United States District Judge W. C.
Van Fleet
Juror W. H. Adams today called up
Judge Van Fleet from San Jose and
explained that while autoing Saturday the machine tipped over and two
toes on his right foot were brol&en.
"I'll be In court Tuesday, but I'll
have to use crutches," he said.
LAWYERS HEAR LORD HALDANE
If Juror Adams is not in physical
Montreal, Sept. 1. What promises
shape Tuesday, the trial will be put
to be the most notable annual meetover until he is, commented the judgf.
ing in the history of the American
Ear association was opened at the
AUTO MECHANICIAN HURT
Royal Victoria college Hils morning,
Nev., Sept. 1 A.-- Trosi, rid
Reno,
and will continue through tomorrow
in the fTrst auto- mechanician
as
ing
and Wednesday, concluding with a mobile race sanctioned
by the Amerbanquet Wednesday evening. The fea- ican Automobile association in Nevature of the opening session was the
da, suffered a broken ankle and fracaddress of the president, Frank B. tured hip today when thrown from a
Kellogg, of St. Paul. This afternoon Reo
power car. He will reViscount Haldane, lord chancellor of cover. The race was won
ty another
Great Britain, delivered the annual Reo 30, Earl Jackson, driver. The
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
address before a distinguished audi- time for the trip from Carson City to
reKansas City, Sept. 1. Hogs,
ence that completely filled the Prin- Reno, thence to Virginia City and
The lord chancellor back to Carson City, 68 miles, was ceipts 6,000. Harket 10 cents lower
cess theater.
was Introduced by Chief Justice White 2:11:02. Second and thlra places were Bulk $88.45; heavy $88.40; packers and butchers $88.60; lights $8.10
of the supreme court of the United not awarded, owing to dispute.
8.60; pigs $5.757.
States.
Market
32,000.
Cattle,
receipts
CONSERVATION EXHIBITION
Prime
steers
NEVV LIABILITY LAW
fed
steady.
$8.6O9.10;
1.
Under
Knoxville, Tenn.,
Sept.
Madison, Wis., Sept. 1. The work-men- the title of the National Conservation dressed beef steers $7.508.50; westthe
steers
compensation act passed by
exhibition, one of the greatest land ern steers $6.508.15; southern
last Wisconsin legislature and put in- shows ever held in this country was $56.60; cows $3.506.50; heifers
to effect today contains several novel
stockers and feeders $5
1
opened here today and will be con- $4.508.75;
features. Following the lead of other tinued until November 1. The federal 7.60; bulls $4.506.25; calves $5.50
states, the new law abrogates the deand all of the southern 9.
In government
fense of contributory negligence.
Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market 10
states are represented by exhibits
the case of workmen permanently discents lower. Lambs $7.25 8; yearabled the compensation is extended
MINNESOTA STATE FAIR OPENS lings $4.755.50; wethers $4.505;
six years from the date of Injury. A
ewes $3.754.60; stockers and feedSt. Paul, Minn., Sept. I
novel provision is that wnich makes
ers
$36.50.
state
the
Minnesota
aggreatest
fair,
contractors liable for injuries to emin the coum.ry,
exhibition
ricultural
Special
ployes of
its gates this morning for a
provision is made, however, for the opened
PILLS
business.
week's
Every, department is CHICHESTER BRAND.
contractor to protect himself against
A J
ladWml Ak your OrnMist for
with
filled
choice
exhibits.
Among
losses. A new section requires all
Ulfimond J!irand
1'IIIs in Itpd and bold jnmUicA
the features of entertainment are the
boxes, sealed with lilue Ribbon, V
i
employers to carry insurance unless
Take no other. Jtuy of jour M ,
automofrontier
carnival,
Cheyenne
exempted by the Industrial
11 MUS1 Jilt AN!) PILLS, for Cl
bile speed contests and the great westyears known as Best, Safest. Always Reliabla
ern circuit harness races.
SAID BY HRIIOfilSTS EVERYWHERE
n
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AD VANCE A UTUMNHA TS
Made by Gage Brothers

SEh THEM IN THE WINDOW
An excellent assortment of hats which embody the .new
Ideas for the coming Season soft crowns of velvet. Some
are finished with a large butterfly bow a Paris idea seen
here first $3.75, $5.00, $5.50 and $6.50.
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Women's New Suits and Coats, 0,
These Fall and Winter models are radically different from
anything ever shown here before, The styles differ great'
ly from the numbers we have been selling all Summer.
The skirts allow comfortable fullness by means of inset
pleats. The Coats have long dovetail backs,

,

iV

MADE UP OF THE BEST
QUALITY MATERIALS WfTH the BEST TAYLOR WORK

LADIES'
HOME
JOURNAL
PATTERNS

$12.50 to $45.00
Tke store of Quality"
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Erie Hoke returned last night from
a two weeks' vacation at Taos on a

PERSONALS

TODAY'S

Ray Robb of Watrous came in this
afternoon and will remain here for

:

past

few days.

of Mo-T- a
Andres Gandert, an
county, cae in last night from his
home at Holman for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
F. H. Vaughn, an official of the
Santa Fe, came in last night from his
headquarters at Kansas City for a
short business visit.
' Miss
Marguerite Cavanaugh returned Saturday afternoon from Denver
where she has been for th,e past few
weeks on a vacation.
C. H. Kohn of Montoya came in
last night for a short visit vifr. frier-dand relatives in Las Vegas. He is a
well known merchant of Montoya.
J. L. Tincher, representative for the
Haynes Automobile company, drove in
last night in an automobile from Albuquerque for a short business visit.
Volney Poulson of Hagerman arrived in Las Vegas Saturday night and
will remain here during the coming
winter. He will attend the Normal.
W. G. Means, proprietor of the Savoy hotel of Albuquerque, drove In
last night in an automobile from the
Duke City and left this morning for
home.
Mrs. Arthur Langston anu daughter returned yesterday afternoon from
Salt Lake City where they have been
visiting relatives and friends for the
past few weeks.
Mrs. A. B. Fall, wife of Senator
Fall, accompanied by several friends,
arrived in Las Vegas last night from
her home at Three Rivers, and left
this morning for Santa Fe.
Airs. Anna Buhler, of Indianapolis,
that
Tnd., returned to her home at
the
been
after
last
night
having
plane
guest of her son, J. T. Buhler of this
city, for the, past few days.
David Henden and Harvey Brown
yesterday made a trip to Rowe on motorcycles and found the roads as far
as that place In a fair condition hut
in need of immediate repair.
Roy Thompson, accompanied by his
sister, Miss Ollie, arrived in Las Vegas last night from their home at
Mountain Park to attend the coming
session of the Normal University.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Bryant returned
yesterday afternoon from Illinois and
other states, where they have been
for the past few weeks visiting friends
and relatives.
Fritz Roth, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Roth, arrived in Las Vegas Saturday and will remain here for several days as the guest of his parents.
He is a president of Chlcagfi.:
Mrs. T.: H. Sears of Marceline, Mov,
arrived In Las Vegas last night from
her home for a few days' visit with
friends. Mrs. Sears Joined her daughter, Miss Ruth, here ant will accompany her home the latter part of the
s

f

j

several days as a visitor.
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoemaker came in this afternoon for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Miss A. A. Jones of Albuquerque
came in this afternoon and will be a
visitor here for several days.
Misses Mary and Mildred McMahon
of Clovis came in this afternoon for
a few weeks' stay in Las Vegas.
II. L. Galles of Albuquerque came
in last night and will be a 'business
visitor in Las Vegas for several days.
Harry Grant Kelly left this afternoon for Denver where he will attend
the Sacred Heart college fop the, coming year.
Ed Bargelt of Sapello came in yesterday morning and win remain .n
Las Vegas for several days as a, business visitor.
Miss Frances
Sena of Colorado
Springs came in last night from her
home for a few weeks' visit with relatives in Las Vegas.
R. E. Corry of St. Louis,' traveling
representative for the Simmons Hardware company, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. 0. C. Zingg left last night
for Osceola, Iowa, where she has
been called on account of the serious
illness of her parents.
Miss Bertha Papen returned last
nipht from Albuquerque where she
has been visiting relatives and friends
for the past few days.
L. H. Mossiman and son Harry arrived in Las Veg.ns yesterday morning
from their ranch at Beulah for a
short business visit here.
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess and daughter,
Miss Janet, left this afternoon for
Denver where Miss Janet will enter
school for the coming winter.
Miss Adelle
Andrews, who has
been spending the summer at Harvey's ranch, has returned to her home
In Denver, where she is a teacher in
the pity schools.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. ' Ryan,
by their granddaughter, Miss
Marguerite Cluxton, returned Saturday
evening from California, where they
have been for the past few weeks.
Mrs. Abe Hixenbaugh and daughters, Lola and Bertha, of Raton, arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon.
Misses Bertha and Lola Hixenbaugh
will attend tte Normal the comlns
winter.
C. C. Robbins, a former resident of
Las Vegas and,. connected with the
firm of Gross Kelly & Co., left last
night for his home at Los Angeles.
He has been a visitor in Las Vegas
for the past few weeks.
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado left
yesterday for Clayton, taking with
him Jose Domingo Torrez, who is under indictment in Union county for
larceny of horses. Torrez has been
in Jail In Las Vegas. Mr. Delgado
will make a business visit in Trinidad
on his way home.

VIOLINIST

FEATURED.

some money.

Judge Leahy sentenced Rumajdo
Lucero and Merenciano lucero to not-lesthan 18 months and not more
than three years in the reform school,
and Sierra to not less than 18
months nor more than two years in
the penitentiary. A committment was
issued and Sheriff Roman Gallegos
will take the prisoners to the reform
school and penitentiary tomorrow to
begin serving their sentences.

'

s

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

Monday

National League
at St. Louis; 2 games.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh; 2 games.
Boston at New York; 2 games.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn; 2 games.

a choice line of high grade first mortgage loans, netting 6 per cent
which we offer to investors, interest collected and re- mitted if desired.

Chicago

Late Saturday afternoon Lorenzo
Sierra, Rumaldo Lucero and Merenciano Lucro were brought before Judge
D. J. Leahy on a criminal information
charging them with the larceny of 18
head of neat cattle of the value ofi
$540, the property of Fidencio Lucero,
Juan GaUegos, Vivian Lucero and Dolores Lucero, arid eight head of cattle of the value of $250, the property
of Fidencio Lucero and Vivian Lucero.
All three defendants pleaded guilty to
the charge brought against them.
Rumaldo Lucero and Merenciano
iLucero are brothers, aged respectively
18 and 16 years, while Lorenzo Sierra
is an uncle of the two boys, and 35
years of age. The Luceros live in the
vicinity of Corazon, while Lorenzo
Sierra stated under oath to the court
that he was married and that his wife
and four' children lived in Tucumcari,
where he owned a small house, but
that he had no other property.
None of the defendants seemed to
have any conception of the enormity
of their offense. When questioned
by Judge Leahy they stated that they
stole the cattle from the owners, who
are their relatives, simply because
they wanted to get some money to
spend; that they knew it was wrong
to steal the cattle, but that they did' so
that they could sell them and get

.f4

semi-annuall-

at

Washington
games.
New York

2

ON LAYTON PROGRAM

A feature of the E. & W entworth
Layton recital, which is to be given
tonight In the auditorium of the New
(Mexico Normal university,, will be
violin solos by Mrs. James H. Black,
wife of a prominent
physician of
Lebanon, Ind. Mrs. Black is an accomplished player. Lovers of good
music doubtless will be quick to avail
themselves of the opportunity to hear
her. Mr. Layton and his pupils will
be assisted by Miss Gladys Trainor,
soprano; Mr. George Smith, baritone,
and Mrs. Charles Kohn, accompanist.
The recital will begin at 8 o'clock.

Subscribe, for The Optic.

Las Vegas, Hew 7cx.

E.

-- :-

American Association"
Toledo at Columbus; 2 games.
Louisville at Indianapolis; 2 games.
St. Paul at Minneapolis.
Kansas City at Milwaukee; 2 games.

STANDING

JFTKE

American
Club

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago ...

CLUBS

League
Won Lost

Pet.

.83

.686

38

......

-

69
46
.600
Western League
Denver at Lincoln; 2 games.
....'.,..67 56 .545
Sioux City at Omaha; 2 games.
56
.533
Pittsburgh
;...64
Des Moines at St. Joseph; 2 games. Brooklyn
52
66
.441
Boston
.441
66 .
52
Wichita at Topeka; 2 games.
52
76
.407
Cincinnati .. .
St. Louis
45
80
.360
National League
New York, Sept. 1. Morning game:
R. H. K
American League
3 7 1
New York
Club
Won Lost Pet.
Boston
2 11 2 Philadelphia
.
81
41
.664
Batteries: Demaree and Meyers; Cleveland
75
49
.603
Hess and Whaling. (Ten innings.)
69
52
.570
Washington...
65
61
.516
Chicago
R. H. K Boston .. .
Brooklyn, Sept. 1
.
59
61
.492
3 8 0 Detroit
Philadelphia
54
71
.432
2 8 0 St.
Brooklyn
48
81
.372
Louis
Batteries: Mayer and Burns; Ying-lln- New York
42
77
.353
and Miller, Fisher.
Western League
American League
Club
Won Lost Pet.
Cleveland, Sept. 1. Morning game: Denver
84
.636
48
R. H. E. Des Moilnes
56
.579
J7
2 9 4
Chicago
71
.530
63
Lincoln
6 10 1
Cleveland
.511
St. Joseph
65
.....68
Chicotte and Schalks; Omaha
Batteries:
64
70
.477
James and O'Neil.
60
71
; .459
Topeka
59
.437
76
Sioux City
Boston, Sept. 1. Morning game:
50
.373
84
Wichita

and

0

2
4 12

'A

j

v

V

v

r,

Sweeney;

Detroit
Batteries:

5

9

3

10

9

3

Leverenz, Weilman and
Dauss and Stanage,

Philadelphia,

1.

Sept;

Morning
R.H. E.

game:

. - 4 7 0
Philadelphia
.
i 1 5 6
Washington
Bender and Scheng;
Batteries:
Boehling, Gallia and Henry.
American Association
Sept. 1 Morning game:
R.H.E.
1 7
Kansas City
.

Milwaukee,

.

6

Milwaukee

Batteries:

2

Rhodes and O'Conner;

Hovlik and Marshall.
ColumbuB,

O.,

1.

Sept.

Morning
R. H. E.

game:
Toledo Columbus

1

and

Batteries: George
Cook and Smith.

2

5

2

3

8

3

DeVoght;

American Association
St. Paul, Sept. 1. Morning game:
R.H.E.

....11

Minneapolis
St. Paul

17

0

1 12

0

Batteries: FieneandRounde, WeDS,
Rieger, Gardner, Cramer and Miller.
Western League
Lincoln, Sept. 1 Morning
Lincoln, 8; Denver,

YESTERDAY'S

game:

5.

BASEBALL

National League,
Chicago, 10; Pittsburgh, 0.
St. Louis,
Cincinnati,
'

American League '
Detroit,- 5; Chicago,' A.' v
Cleveland, 9; St. Louis, 1.

OF

LONG

ij "No Need To

WW

'

Wednesday
Tennis tournament for intercollegiate championships begins at Philadelphia.
Western League
Bench show of Bay County Field
Topeka, 11; Denver, 3.
Trial club opens at Bay City, Mich.
Des Moines,
Sioux City,
7.
10
Al Palzer vs. Frank
Moran,
Wichita,
Lincoln, 16;
rounds at New York City.
American Association
Thursday
Columbus,
Opening of Michigan state invitation
Toledo, 14-golf tournament at Battle Creek, Mich.
Minneapolis, 1; St- - Paul, 3.
Friday
Louisville, 1; Indianapolis, 12.
Annual bench show of Oakland and
Kansas City, 2; Milwaukee, 7.
Alameda County Kennel club opens
at Oakland, Calif.
FOR TRANSIT MEN
INCREASE
Saturday
Philadlphia, Sept 1. Between 7,00
Opening of fall meeting of the Mont- and 8,000 employes of the Philadel.
real Jockey club at Montreal.
phia Rapid Transit company are
Annual bench show of the Rumson
by the wage increase of one
Kennel club, Rumson. N. J.
to three cents an ncur which was
put into effect today. The Increase
was made possible by the
a
We pay 5c
pound for nice large system by which a percentage of the
clean cotton rags. Optic Publishing earnings are placed in a fund to increase the wagesCo.
ben-eflte- d

Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

Let u wire your house (or
electric light and give you the
best burglar Insurance obtainable at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost.

Discoveries Made by Scientists Tend
Always to Stay the Advance of
the Grim Reaper.
Trees live to be thousands of years
old, crocodiles live to be hundreds and
some fish live to be 150. Why, then,
should human life be so brief? If
there were no fatal or wearing diseases, and men and women took life
as easy as a tortoise or a cypress,
what effect would their changed habits have on their length of days?
Metchnikoff, who sent thousands to
the buttermilk counter by his saying
that a certain element in that drink
destroyed some of the germs which
hasten old age, seems to think that
there is not in human beings a natural or inherent tendency to decay
But Metchnikoff would not have the
scientist aim simply at multiplication 1
of years; the great aim should bp not
to prolong the age of certain Individuals for the sake of making a g":;t
showing, but to Increase the gener:il
length of life to be expected by men
and women of thirty years, so that
instead of dying, at or before sixty-fivyears, they may live to be H)'
and live In the enjoyment of thf.r

long-live-

Watch It"

Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.

AW

I

LIFE

faculties.
It would profit us but litla if w?
should live to be as old as Methuselah, if wp had to suffer like Job,
when so few of us have Job's
patience.
The present oostacles to the realizaraco oi
tion of the happy,
men and women are said to be tlr
wearing out of the teeth, too gr'"t
waste of the nerve cells of thy bra't!
and spinal cord, the hardening of 'h?1
artnries, the failure of the gland
of kidney and liver and the breakii:;:
down of certain muscular cells.
To arrest the decay thus cau:u ii
Is the problem that is now engaging
the attention of the advanced special
1st. Already the scientist has taken a
long stride toward the accomplish
ment of that purpose. He has discovered some of the poisons which, when
taken into the human system, injurs
the sensitive tissues. .
All specialists agree that science
will yet discover feasible means of
vanquishing disease and preventing
accidents to the tissues of sensitive
organs.

"

")

il

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

.

R.H.jU.
St. Louis

POSSIBILITY

m

n

4

0

First game:

1.

Detroit, Sept.

--

minimum

jl

R.H.E.

Newt

u

mum inn

urn

g

York
Boston
Batteries: Schulz
Moheley and Cady.

i

games.

I.

Opening of the international shooting tournament at Camp Perry, O.
German-America- n
sonder class yacht
races begin off Marblehead, Mass.
Opening of grand circuit race meeting at Hartford, Conn.
Opening1 of great western
circuit
race meeting at Hamline, Minn.
Tennis tournament for championship
of the Great Lakes opens at Buffalo.
Annual regatta of the Middle States
Regatta association, New York City.
Opening of annual Newport Horse
show, Newport, R. I. '
d
mile automobile track
race at Columbus, 0.
Annual bench show of Lehigh Valley Kennel club, Allentown, Pa.
Charley White vs. Johnny Griffith,
12 rounds, at Canton, O.
Patsy Drouillard vs. Mickey Sheridan, 10 rounds at Peoria, 111.
Art Alard vs. Leo Benz, 12 rounds,
at Butte, Mont.
Ollie Kirk vs. Frankie Conley, 10
rounds, at Fort Smith, Ark.
"Spike" Kelly vs. Tommy Sheehan,
10 rounds, at Superior, Wis.
"K, O." Sweeney, vs. Eddie Forrest,
10 rounds, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Tunesday
Annual prairie chicken trials of All
America Field Trial club, at Towner,

Capital $113,QQ0.0

2

Philadelphia;

at Boston;

f

y,

PEOPLES BANEt & TRUST GO.

American League
Chicago at Cleveland; 2 games.
St. Louis at Detroit; 2 games.

National amateur golf championship McAllister;
tournament opens at Garden City, L.

Y.

L

'

LEAHY SENTENCES OFFENDERS TO PRISON AFTER
THEY PLEAD GUILTY

JUDGE)

accepted. The board took this action
with regret, and only at the urgent
request of Miss Rowland, who expects
to leave soon for California for the
benefit of her health. Miss Rowland
has been in charge of thelibrary for
about three years and has given grept
satisfaction to the library board and
to the patrons of the library. The
public will regret to learn of her com.
ing departure. Miss Bessie Cooley, an
experienced Jibratfan who has been
assistihg'-MisRowland for some time,
was named librarian by the board'.
Miss Cooley is a capable young womN. D.
an, and is expeoted to ably fill the poDispersal sale of the horses of the
sition vacated by Miss Rowland. Miss
James R. Keene begins in New
late
act
libraras
to
Fenton was selected
ian until October 1, when Miss Cooley York City.
Eddie Murphy vs. Joe Eagan, 12
will assume her duties.
rounds, at Boston.
Tennis tournament for Lake George
championship begins at Sagamore, N.

MRS. JAMES H. BLACK OF LEBAweek.
NON, IND., TO PLAY AT
Ben 9. Hale, formerly principal of
TONIGHT.
the Las Vegas high school, came in

Saturday night from Santa Fe, where
he has been visiting. Mr. Hale is
from National City, Cal., where he is
employed' as an instructor in the
high school-- .
David
R. Lane, accompanied by
Mrs. Lane, left yesterday for his home
in Albuquerque after having resided
in Las Vegas for the past month.
Mr. Lane had charge of the city editor's deck at, the Optic office during
the absence of Colbert C. Root on a
trip to his home in Kansas. Mr. Lane
is a newspaper man of experience.
While here he made a large numoer
of friends. Root returned Saturday
and1 resumed the work of the city
tiesk this morning,

BASEBALL

Two-hundre-

s

FIVE

ARE CATTLE THIEVES

acco-panle- d

MISS ROWLAND RESIGNS
At a meeting of the library board
this afternoon the resignation of Miss
Rebecca Rowland, the librarian, was

1, 1913.

UNCLE AND NEPHEWS

fishing trip.

C. E. Hageberg of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in Las vegas today.
J. C. Pugh of Wagon Mound came
in yesterday for a few days' business
Visit
Kugenio Romero of Mora came in
last night and will be a, business visitor here for several days.
S. A. Taylor 0 Nolan came in yesterday afternoon for a several days
business visit in the city.
T. J. Scott returned last night from
Trinidad, where he has been on business for the past few days.
Sig Nahm will leave tonight for
Chicago, where he will be on a business visit for several weeks.
Dr. G. M. Jones returned last night
from Shoemaker" where he has been
for the past few days on business.
Francis E. Kelly returned yesterday
afternoon from the southern part of
the state where he has been for the
past few weeks on business.
Mrs. A. J. Wertz left Saturday for
Denver, where she will visit relatives
and friends for the next few weeks.
Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., returned
last night from Denver where he has
been for the past two weeks on a vacation.
C. F. Lambert, a. mounted policeman, came In last nia;ht from Santa
Fe for a short business visit in Las
Vegas.
Miss Lucy Myers returned yesterday afternoon from Shoemaker, where
she has been visiting friends for the

SEPTEMBER

NEW

HOSPITAL BUILDING

COURSE

LECTURE

ILLUSTRATED

FUND

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR enid PATHOS of TRAVEL

22

Col. R.E . T WITCHBLL, Sept.
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

t
f

d

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

n

cc-!-

NEBRASKA

STATE

FAIR

Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 1. The Nebras
ka state fair opened today with a
large crowd and the largest display
in every deparnent ever known on
opening day. - The agricultural display reflects the bountiful crops raised In every part of the state this year,
while the cattle, horses and other
live stock on show exceed in number
and quality any of the former

POSTOFFICE CLERKS IN SESSION
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 1. Several
hundred delegates, representing near
ly all the states, were present here
today when tha eighth annual convention of the National Federation of
Postoffice Clerks was called to order.
The sessions will continue three days
The opening session was devoted to
the exchange of greetings and the annual reports of the officers.

f

M
I

SEASON TICKETS

;

.

..$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

..50c

CHILDREN

;

.

33c

UNDER 12 YEARS

rf .n

m7

ft)

frpi

ti

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

FOR AMATEUR GOLF TITLE
New York, Sept. 1. The national
amateur championship tournament,
one of the higgest events of the year
in the golfing world, la to be staged
this week on the links at Garden City,
Ij, I. The program was opened today
with a medal play qualifying round at
3G holes.
Tomorrow the first round
of match play at 36 holes will bo run
off, with subsequent rounds for a
similar distance being carded for each
day following until the decisive test

AND RETAIL

on Saturday.

The east, tl.a tuM
west and the Pacific coast sect
have sent their best amat
to compete for tha honors.
terest of course, centers 1 r "
the performances of thosa i,
,
the leaders on the Hat,
max at the top, where fc r i
time, Jerome D. Travera, tir j i
tha national title holdc,
alone.
.

Subscribe for Taa Optic

j

j
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SALE OF BONDS
SALE OF BONDS
snail recite a little History for your
I, Eugenio Romero, Treasurer and
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
and
Treasurer
Romero,
In
I,
Eugenio
For nine months, either
benefit.
A
1
of
the
of
of
Collector
County
EHUOUb
the
of
Collector
County
person, or by letter, I have kept after
cmuMT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
1
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
you, and you have encouraged me San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
,
notice that I will receive at my
beautifully without In words commit- give notice that I will receive at my give
You have gone every- office In Las Vegas, New Mexico, up office in Laa Vegas, New Mexico, up
yourself.
ting
Sut With the Assistance of Cap- where with me, I have carried you to two o'clock in the afternoon of to 2 o'clock in the afternoon of the
over rough places, literally as well
sized Boat He Won
A. D. 1913, 9th day of October, A. D. 1913, bids
You have, on rare occa- the 9th day of October,
figuratively.
i
No. for bonds of School Dis.trict No. 97,
District
Girl.
School
of
bonds
for
the
sions, let me kiss you. You have, bids
West Pecos, in the County of San
with your sweetness and dearness, 10, Los Alamos, in the County of
New Mexico,
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO, 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
coaxed the heart out of me. It is in San Miguel and the State of New Miguel and the State of
By LOUIS OLNEY.
Meets second and
acin
the
amount
Hundred
an
of
Fifteen
somedemand
I
A.' M. Regular comyour keeping, and
ThouWhen he called for Patricia
amount
Five
of
in
the
Mexico,
fourth
Thursday
but
evening each
($1,500.00) Dollars, the said bonds 1
1
thing In her face told her that her counting. I don't know any way
munication first and month at W. O. W, hall.
sand ($5,000) Dollars, the said bonds
are
We
Vane
hunanswer.
in
to
a
of
come.
Visiting
One
this
denominations
had
get
positive
being
time of reckoning
third
denominations of One HunThursday la brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
dred ($100.00) Dollars, due not less
Harris was the sort that will be dan- a long way from shore, the water is being in
of dred ($100.00) Dollars, due not less
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhlll,
than twenty, nor more than thirty,
gled Just about so long, but no longer, deep, and you can't Bwim, a fact
brother8 cordially in- and she knew that even for her she which you should be ashamed, since than twenty, nor more than thirty, years after date, and redeemable at
X1'
Ti
rltaA
Wm
will..
carried matters with a high hand. She I have offered to teach you.- You years after date, and redeemable at, the pleasure of the said district at RATES rOR CLASSIFIED ADVERW. M., BL S Wen Petten,
shouldn't allow yourself to be afraid the
at
district
said
the
of
carefully began by extolling the
Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
pleasure
TISEMENTS
any time after-teyears, bearing in
inworthy weather. Patricia had of water you know that." He turned
ten
after
time
1. 0. of B. B.
bearing
years,
any
semiMeets every first Tueswent
6
terest at
and scanned the lake. "Now," he
per cent, payable
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
(instincts.
six per cent, payable semiat
terest
out
month
in the vestry rooms
the
she
to
of
have
will
"we
in
have
at
things
Bank
day
isn't
on,
National
Is
First
cents
Five
line
each
"The lake
annually
Insertion.
lovely,
per
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
let annually at First National Bank in Las
of Temple Montefiore (at 8 o'clock
Miguel, Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
(remarked as they strolled to the little with each other. You have never
Vegas, County- - of San
i,ar conclave wc.
itlock, "smooth and clear, and it's not me openly ask you to marry me. You Las Vegas, County of San Miguel, New New Mexico.
Visiting brothers are cordially inNo ad to occupy less space than two
aay in each month at
have interrupted, fled, Joked, torment Mexico.
warm. A canoe Is just right
vited.
Isaac Appel, President; Charles
the
that
Further
notice
is
All
given
lines
advertisements
charged
looked at him sidewise
ed, all because you feared that being
Temple at 7:8 p. m. Q. H.
Further notice is given that the di Directors of the said School District will be booked at space
Secretary.
Greenclay,
of
set
some
but
cut
would
short
actually
ilia dark face was a bit grim,
engaged
KlrJteL K. C. ; Cha. Tamme,
rectors of the said School District No No. 97, West Pecos, duly submitted without
to number of words.
.18 smiled.
your flirtations. Which is perfectly
regard
submitted to the to the voters of their district, at a Cash In advlnce
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
He knew' that Lawrence Patterson, true. My fiancee can't coquette with 10, Los Alamos, duly
preferred.
a
to
meetin?
at
their
will
of
have
voters
1.
district,
man
in
she
the
called
had
that
Meets every Monday evening at
for
every
purpose,
sight,
meeting
Ithe only rival he really feared,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
and called for that purpose, the question
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
question of issuing negotiable bonds
tjust returned from the west and was behave." He put on his cap
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- at this moment searching for Patricia. went to work again with the paddle, o issuing negotiable bonds of the dis- of the district for the purpose of
brethren cordially invited to attend.
' vocation
so.
did
as
he
first Monday in F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
the
talking
"Yes," he conceded, the "canoe,
trict for the purpose of erecting a erecting a school house in the said
me
or
don't
you
"Briefly, you mary
each month at Masonic T. M.
lake, the day and you seemed the
school house In the said district, giv- district, giving legal notice of such
Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
That's why I and you decide now. Uncle Martin of
Tight combination.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
and
amount
of
such
of
and
notice
the
meeting
proposed
meeting
In
legal
hla
ing
Denver
me
a
fers
office
to
partnership
the
(wickedly cut commuting
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F, O.
moneyof the amount proposed to be raised to be raised by the sale of the said
Trustee.
and came for you. It's luck to have business, a sure thing and aknow
toBlood,
was
voted
which
Secretary.
him
which
am
I
let
to
bonds,
duly
question
by the sale of the said bonds,
found you." She also gave a little maker, and
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
She had come partly to suit night what I will do. If I take it I question was duty voted upon by the upon by the qualified electors of the
Sgrin.
for Colorado.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
of the said district, said district, and that a majority of
electors
herself, partly because she had lately shall leaveI immediately
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
qualified
S. Meets first and third'' Fridays
tormented him as far as she dared, If I don't, shall go on with my pres- and that a majority of all the votes all the votes cast upon that question
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
But
best.
ii';e
which
ent
work,
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
but mostly to discipline. Ted Barnard
e
me. cast upon that question was In favo? was in favor of the issue of the said
ouid decide
who was becoming too importunate your prefp-icJ. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Diof
said
bonds.
That
Board
the
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
you. What are of the Issue of the said bonds. That
and whom she had left on the veran- This is why ii i"
said
did
Agnes
the
issue
rectors
me?"
Tripp,
Secretary.
ith
do
tn
Telephone
therethereupon
did
of
Directors
the
Board
said
you
going
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
da nnconsoled by her younger sister.
Main 329.
She gave him :i Vok of utter scorn. upon Issue the said bonds hereinabove bonds hereinabove described which
Visiting
"We must be back early," she InMontague, Local Deputy.
formed him, "I am due at Mrs. Forbes "Do you think you can bully me?" described which said bonds were giv- said bonds were given in the name WANTED To rent nicely furnished
members are especially welcorja a"d
she inauired. "Did you think this en In the name of the said school of the said school district issuing
room. Call W. Hugh Stark. Phone FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
for luncheon. There is a new man
cordially invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
Presiwere
she won't say who. I am supposed could make me love you?"
them
the
and
Vegas 225 or Main IOU.
by
signed
were signed
them
and
district
issuing
He smiled. "No if I didn't happen
to make things interesting for the
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue al
dent of the Board of Directors and
to know that you love me, if I didn't by the president of the Board of Dmewcomer."
the County Superintend- WANTED Young native girl for light 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corapproved
by
tor
the
and
irectors
to
and
how
LOCAL TIME CARD
know
county
love
approved
duugle
by
you
Vane silently helped her to her
ent and delivered to me, the treasurer
housework. 414 Columbia.
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi
eat and then knelt facing her, Indian ment a man I would never have tried superintendent and delivered to me,
collector of the County
me only you the treasurer and
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
collector rf and
fashion, with his one paddle. He was it. But you do love
East Bcund
bareheaded with hate to give in and admit it and I the county of San Miguel, New Mex- of San Miguel, New Mexico, to be ad- WANTED Reliable healthy compan Bally, Treasurer.
Kail and well-kniyou back to shore un
to
sale
to
the
vertised
ion
for
bidder
invalid
man.
Mall
highest
Arrive
young
the wind blowing his heavy, dark shall not take
Depart
ap
ico, to be advertised for sale to the
"hair.
He looked fondly at Patricia, til you do I have lnnch in this box,
and that the sale of tne said bonds
with
B. P. O. ELKS
references
9: IS p. m.
to
and
plication
. 9:10
second
Meets
Mrs,
m...
No.
p.
2...
and
of
the
sale
bidder
that
In her cream flannels, her hair a glory and we stay here until midnight or highest
Max Nordhaus, care Charles Ilfeld
will be made to the highest bidder
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4... .11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m.
the said bonds will be made to the
morning, unless you"
in the morning sun.
to
but that none of
law,
Co.,
Las.
according
Vegas.
month
Elks' home on Ninth street and No
8... . 2:05 a1, m... .2:10 a. m.
Her blue eyes widened and flashed highest bidder according to law, but
"I guess you know how to make
the bonds herein advertised will be
avenue.
brothers
. 1:45 p. m... 2:10 p. m.
10.
No.
Douglas
Visiting
she
a
hesitation
without
second's
and
when
man
advera
herein
none
of the bonds
that
things interesting for
on
the
cents
than
sold
for
WANTED
less
A
ninety
for
over
house
Wm.
J.
Gov.
are
invited.
a
cave
vicious
and
little
girl
withWest Bound
general
leap
cordially
you choose," he answered, but
tised will be sold for less than ninety dollar.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
work. 322 Grand avenue.
turned the canoe In
D.
W.
Condon,
Exalted
Arrive
Depart
Mills,
Ruler;
out malice. "I should know thai"
cents on the dollar.
Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel
Just as Vane Harris went over he
1:45 p. m.
. 1:20 p. m...
"What do you mean?" she queried.
No.
Secretary.
1.,
EUGENIO
ROMERO,
" 'Experience teaches,' " he said, at had the presence of mind to give a
WANTED Good cook. Apply
County.
1027
No. 3. . 6:10 a. m. .. 6:15 a. m.
shout for help. Two men not Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel
mighty
Miss
Patricia
"that
Carey
street
Phone Main. 216.
COUN- No. 7., . 4:20 p. m... 4:30 p. m.
Eighth
OF
length,
KNIGHTS
COLUMBUS,
County.
somehow makes a man aware of her far behind them came at their best
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No. 9., . 6:35 p. m.. . 7:00 p. m.
Vane had gone down and
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
When are you going to speed.
presence.
WANTED Good
for
urth
for
girl
a
f
come
general
made
Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
up coolly,
grab
AND
marry me?" He demanded abruptly.
SALE OF BONDS
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520 Pioneer building. Visiting members
ATTORNEYS
Patricia and with her was holding to
t
TT- - had never before
asked her
SIGN PAINTING
PatI, Eugenio Romero, Treasurer and
Washington.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Now his tone didn't suit her, the overturned canoe. Lawrence
terson and another man paddled
Collector of the County of
HUNKER & HUNKER
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
"I don't fancy the threat in your
N. O.
but Just as they began San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
alongside,
y oice.
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
I
would
said
I haven't
that
George
429
AVE.
GRAND
and
righting the overturned craft
Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURTiarry you at all." She trailed one had a safe hold on the girl. Vane give notice that I will receive at my
h md In the water, carefully looking
New Mexico
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
a convulsel gasp, struggled, and office in Las Vegas, New Mexcio, up
gave
All at once he
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PER. BOX $1.25

WE WILL CLOSE AT
NOON MONDAY

STEARNS' STORE

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIM WAGON

if,

fV

.

&.

Gross, Kelly

Co.

Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President..
E. D, Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Halle it Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,'

$100,000

NT

M

'Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation. Within the Scoje of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

AT THE

THE

BEST

OF

HOME OF

EVERYTHING

I

rmKmm public
V

EATABLE

SEPTEMBER

1, 1913,

schools trained

ANIMALS

.

Light automobile lumps
o'clock this evening.

at 6:14

OPEN FOR FALL

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar.

Bourbon
Adv.

TEii

First showing

of

Tuesday, September
net Shop. Adv.

2,

A FEATURE

She wanted to see if she really needed a Hoosier
Cabinet. She found she took over 1,000 steps in
her kitchen preparing a meal. Then she put the
cabinet on trial and she reports that she takes
only about 100 steps preparing a meal with

OF

CIRCUS
z.

BREAK

RECORDS

Box $1.25

Concord Grapes. Per Basket 50c
All Other Fruits f .r Preserving at

Low-es- t

Market Price

IE IMF
.

h

HAYVARD

CO.

STOKE

There will be a dance tomorrow
At 9 o'clock this morning in the
night at the Commercial club rooms public school buildings of the city
to which all members of the club are order was called for the first day
invited.
of school of the 1913-1session. There
were restless children of all ages.
Work was started this morning by Even the quiet and studious student
the Lubin Motion Picture company on of the high school felt a thrill and aca new picture, which promises to be cidentally expressed himself with a
an exciting and thrilling production.
roaring laugh or some other disorderly conduct.
Instead of mourning the day, the puFinch's Golaen Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery pils seemed1 glad, and the short session this morning was pleasant
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
The enrollment in the public schools
Adv.
was large. Although
the morning
Will give to every child attending brought forth no great Increase for
school a pencil free with every pencil the. high schobl, the grades showed
tablet bought from us. Our tablets an increase in a number of rooms.
are large and only cost 6 cents. Ro- The first day of school, known as
Adv. registration day, never shows the
mero Book Store, Plaza.
number that wl.11 attend the school
Mrs. Standish has Just returned during the winter, as eodut 10 per
from the eastern markets where she cent of the students never start their
has purchased a beautiful line of fall work until the week following the
millinery. She also has secured the opening day. It is this that keeps the
services of first class trimmers. Our work back in the schools for the first
new millinery is now on display. Adv. two weeks, says Superintendent Mead.
By the first of next week all the stuTwo marriage licenses were issued dents will be down to' actual work. '
The public schools on the west side
Saturday afternoon at the court house.
The couples made happy were Paso also opened their doors this morning
Montoya, aged 34, and Julianita Vigil, and experienced the largest enrollaged 22, both of Las Vegas; and ment ever known for the first day of
Frank F. Zummach, aged 49, and school. The students of these schools
Mary Borowsky, aged 42, both of Las as a rule never attend until the latter
part of the second weeic, but this
Vegas.
morning brought forth unusual attendThe American flag floated this ance. The membership will be large
this year and with the competent
morning from the staff on the roof
of teachers a most successful
of the Douglas avenue school building force
is expected. The schools on the
year
upside-down- .
not
if
known
It is
west side are said to be in great need
this was an intentional signal of dis
of repairs. The heating systems are
tress because of the opening of school.
crude, it is declared, ana steps are
teach
the
If such, who is responsible,
now being taken to request the Instalers, the pupils or the janitor?
lation of steam heat A number of
other improvements also are needed'.
Guadalupe Montoya, one of the
The New Mexico Normal university
most prominent offenders In the city, will start registration for the fall term
was
this morning brought before tomorrow morning. An unusual atJudge D. R. Murray to answer the tendance is expected at this Institucharge of drunkenness and resisting tion for the coming year, foday provan officer. ' Montoya pleaded not guil-y- , ed to be the busiest day for several
but the evidence was too strong months for the local bookstores. There
against him and he was sentenced to has been little 'change this year in
jserve 9,0 days In the county jail. the text boolcs, thus eliminating heavy
Montoya has a habit of resisting offi- expense.
cers and at the same time disfiguring
the policeman's face. Chief of Police
Because of Labor Day the board of
Ben Coles wears a prominent trade
trustees of the Las Vegas land grant
mark of Montoya's shoe on his body,
did not meet this morning. The board
it is said.
will hold Its regular monthly meeting
on "Wednesday morning in its office on
King of Santa Fe, ac- the Plaza.
Captain N.
companied by a number of other New
Mexico militiamen, passed through
Judge David J. Leahy, as legal cusLas Vegas this afternoon on the way
of the Las Vegas grant, has
todian
homes
from Camp
to their respective
signed a deed, previously aprecently
been
have
where
competthey
Perry
the hoard of trustees of the
ing in the national shoot. Captain proved by
to Archbishop J. B.
grant,
conveying
the
afternoon
that
King stated this
New Mexico men did exceptional work Pitaval title to the church and school
but had they been up to the mark land at Los Alamos. The tract com9.48 acres. It. was used many
they showed on the local range they prises
as a Catholic church and
ago
years
would have made a better showing at
convent.
It is understood the
that
Camp Perry. Captain King said
has plans for increased
archbishop
successful
most
was
the
the shoot
activities
at Los Alamos.
church
ever held in the United States, and
Unitthe
of
showed the rapid progress
ed States soldiers as marksmen.
4

Fancy, Ripe
BARTLETT

Stew.
Entrees Chicken Croquettes.
Vegetables Mashed Brown Potatoes,
String Beans, Corn on Cob.
Dessert Peach Bolo, Roman Sauce,
'
Blackberry Pie, Cheese, Crackers, Etc.
Drinks Tea, Coffee, Milk, Postum,
Ice Tea, Cocoa, Buttermilk.
Dinner
Soup Mock Turtle.
Relishes Lettuce, Sweet Gherkins,
Radishes, Spring Onions.
Meats Roast Sirloin of Beef, au jus,
Brazed Mutton, Veal Stew.
Entrees Apple Ccholutt.
Vegetables Mashed Potatoes, French
Peas, Summer Squasn.
DeRsert Peach Sundae, Ice Cream,
Apple Pudding, Russian Dainties.
Drinks Tea, Coffee, Milk, Postum,
Cocoa, Chocolate, Ice. Tea, Ice

U

When the celebrated Al G. Barnes
three ring trained wild animal show
comes here, Friday, September 12
people will have an opportunity never
before offered to see the finest collection of trained animals ever placed
on exhibition. They are not the animals that have been educated with
the cruel whip as an educator, but
the kindness. They are not trained
in the general acceptance of the term,
but are educated by fearless male and
female trainers. They seem proud of
what they can do, and appreciate the
applause as much as the most vain
artist. Barnes' animal circus, has
been in all the leading cities, and !n
every one they have been accorded
the palm for their merit and perfect
organization. Colonel Barnes is as
the show
well known throughout
world as any show man, and the very
fact that it is under his personal supervision is a guarantee that it will
be up to the highest standard. Among
the special features will be:
Maude Rollins introducing "Nero,"
the African lion, who rides a swift
running horse; Captain Stonehall's
educated sea lions; "Florence," the
French animal trainer, and her group
of Persian leopards, lions and pumas,
Thornton's 12 Siberian bears; Emery's
Siamese elephants; Dolly Castle, dancing in a group of lions; Mabel Stark
and her Royal Bengal tigers; !'Sam;
son" the aviation lion. "Blondin" the
"The
rope walking Shetland pony;
and
lions,
bears,
monkeys
Four,"
Riding
dogs on aviation stallions; Callihan's
goats, dogs and baboons; Morrow's
famous ponies; Sand's zebras, zubus.
and sacred cattle high school horses,
hydancing ponies, Doris
enas, the finest draught horses oil
earth, Tote Ducroe the famous clown
with ten other fun' making assistants,
making a host of high class attractions.
Barnes' military band of 30 artists,
gives free concerts daily, one hour
before the big show begins, mercerised waterproof tents give ample prc- tection to all patrons; no gambling
games of any nature permitted, and
Colonel Barnes has a polite corps of
ushers so that ladies and children,
who are without escorts will receive
special attention.
Two performances daily, rain or
shine, at 2 and 8 p. m. The street
parade takes place at 10:30 a. m.

Coffee.
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LIS VEGAS OPTIC

Nine-tentof her walking was wasted.
Frank
ly most women don't waste such a large percent.,
xbut almost any one will tell you the Hoosier
saves half your steps

The secret is in having everything you need in preparing a meal at your
fingers' ends. The Hoosier has been built scientifically from suggestions of
60,000 owners. It's a good cabinet and will please you. Better order yours
now and save miles of steps this hot summer.

The Best Homes in Las Vegas Have Iloosiers In Them

J. O. JOHNSEfMPrompt

Expanse

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and mora customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operaiion cheaper than horse power
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The fall term of trie scnool of the
Immaculate Conception parish, which
is managed by the Sisters of
This
started this morning.
school, which is located on Sixth
street, will have a large attendance
this year. Three sisters will be employed this year; last year two instructors were sufficient. The grades
in this institution run up to the ninth
and thorough courses are offered. A
bookkeeping and general business
course is maintained in this school
and has proven valuable to a number
of students. This is the second year
of the existence of this Institution, and
Rev. Father Rabey'rplle, rector of the
parish, expects to see excellent work
Lor-rett-

LABOR DAY BID NOT

III'

L W

EL PORVENIR
Phones Mairt

20 and Olive 6174
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ONLY PARADE WAS THE AUTOMOBILE AND CARRIAGE DRIVE
TO THE MOUNTAINS
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Auloinebile

Pbjne Main ,44

I

the registration there this afternoon
was large. The Valley ranch south
of the city was the scene of great
amusement today. A party of Las
Vegas people, together with a party
from Santa Fe and delegations from
numerous other places enjoyed a big
day at that resort. The livery stables
enjoyed an exceptional business this
afternoon, showing that the half day
holiday was taken advantage, of with
a rush by a large number of 'citizens.
The weather man made s,"glight" mistake today and forgot to order rain
for this vicinity, as he has oeen in the
habit of doing for the past Several
years without exception on Labor' day.
Had there been a parade, according to
a pessimistic citizen, the rainfall
couldn't have been stopped with the
earth itself. All business houses closed their doors at noon, while the
banks remained closed all day, and
the postoffice closed at 10 o'clock.

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Piaza hotel

For the purpose of keeping the rifle
north of Las Vegas Jn good
range
Las Vegas today speni one of the
Albert S.
Adjutant General
quietest Labor days in Its history. The
C.
Brookes
has
Abeyta as
appointed
morning was spent in the usual business activities. In the afternoon the custodian of ihe grounds. Mr. Abey-ta- ,
who has had experience in repaystores were closed.
Several months ago it was planned ing the rifle range, will devote all of
to make this day the occasion for a his time to maintaining the property
big celebration. There was to have in good order. Last July, when the
been a ball game in the afternoon, state encampment began, it was found
the evening would have brought forth that the rifle range had been badly
a public dance to which everyone was damaged by vandals. Mr. Abeyta will
to have been invited and many other endeavor to prevent a recurrence of
the vandalism. He will maintain the
things were planned1.
The owners of automobiles today range in such condition that it can
betook themselves to the mountains. be used by rifle squads for practice
El Porvenir was a popular resort, and at a moment's notice.
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EAST SIDE PARISH'S EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION HAS NEW
TEACHER.
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One Women Experimented

fall millinery ENROLLMENT
ON
EAST
AND EXCELLENT COLLECTION FORMS
at Strass'. BonWEST SIDES PROMISES TO
LEADING PART OF BARNES

HOTEL ROMAINE
Menu, Luncheon, September 2
Soup Creme of Tomato.
Relishes Spring Onions, Radishes,
Sweet Pickles, Chow Chow,
Queen Olives.
Meats Brazed Beef, Rib Roast, Beef

Tlmo Deposits
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Fowler Props

Former

Normal
School
Instructor
Goes to Albuquerque Business
College

Many Las Vegans will bo pleassd
to learn that Miss Clara Townseud,
who several eyars ago wai head of
the commercial department ;;nd sec
retary to the president of the Las
Vegas Normal, has returned to New
Mexico to accept a position as an instructor In the Albuquerque Business
College.

Since leaving Las Vegas several
years ago, Miss Townsend has held
the princlpalship of the Oshkosh,.
Wisconsin, high school, was. principal
of the shorthand department of the
Orange, N. X, high school, and for
the past few years has been head of
the Massachusetts state normal school,
which is reputed to he the best commercial teachers' training school in
'
the country.
Miss Townsend is a university graduate, has passed the United States
civil
service examination, studied'
shorthand under the personal instruction of Jerome B. Howard, successor
to Benri Pittman as president of the
Institute
Phonographlo
company,
which concern publishes the Berm
Pittman system so widely used all
over the United States.
Miss Townsend returns to New Mexico at a larger salary than has ever
before been paid a woman connected
with school work in this state. Miss
Townsend is a highly cultured woman
who has had wide experienca as
well educated, and has trav,

eled widely.
We are glad to

hear of her return
to this state, and the- - Albuquerque
Business colloge will secure and
who will oe worthy a place
In the faculty of that-mosexcellent
t

school.
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